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Abstract 
This thesis deals with the impact of Geomagnetically Induced Current (GIC) 
on power transformers in electrical power systems.  A simulator to calculate 
the flows of GIC in an electrical power network, based on an assumed or 
measured induced geoelectric field is proposed.  This simulator includes all 
needed mapping techniques to handle a system that covers a large 
geographical area. 
 
A correlation between GIC and the reactive power absorbed in the core of the 
saturated transformer is proposed.  That correlation is used to estimate GIC 
in a transformer utilizing existing reactive power measuring infrastructure 
within the electrical grid without the need for dedicated measurement 
equipment.  This technique is validated by simulations with electromagnetic 
transients software, laboratory work and through data recorded during a GIC 
event on the Hydro One network.  The slope correlating reactive power 
absorption to GIC from an electromagnetic transient model of the 
transformer may be used to predict GIC levels in the actual transformers. 
 
The application of the technique correlating GIC with reactive power 
absorption is examined on a segment of a real 500 kV power transmission 
system.  This technique allows GIC to be taken into account during load flow 
studies.  Additionally, some benefits of increased visibility of GIC in the 
system are shown. A method to determine the frequency and magnitude of 
the harmonic currents generated by a saturated transformer is also proposed. 
It is expected that studies conducted in this thesis will be of value to utilities 
like Hydro One in planning mitigation measures against GICs. 
 
Keywords: Geomagnetically Induced Current, Geomagnetism, Power system 
modeling, Power transmission meteorological factors, Transformer modeling 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
1.1 Background 
Since the early days of long distance telegraph lines, the engineering 
community has been aware that at times geomagnetic disturbances have 
caused extremely low frequency currents to appear in long grounded 
electrical conductors such as those used in communications and electrical 
systems.  This has come to be known as Geomagnetically Induced Current 
(GIC) [1-10].  These low frequency currents are typically in the order of 0.1 to 
0.001 Hz, and for the purposes of electrical system analysis are considered 
DC. It is also possible for GIC to flow in ungrounded horizontal loops, where 
the magnetic field is non-uniform [1]. 
 
During disturbances, often accompanying a solar flare, the sun releases a 
cloud of plasma.  If this cloud interacts with the Earth’s magntic field electric 
currents are generated in the magnetosphere and ionosphere.  These electric 
currents cause a short-term variation in the earth’s magnetic field, which in 
turn creates an electric field at the surface of the affected region of the 
planet.  GIC typically affects systems at auroral latitudes (regions near the 
earth’s magnetic poles) and follows the 22 year solar cycle [11].  GIC activity 
peaks once during the 11 year half cycle [2, 3, 5].  While GIC events are more 
likely to occur during a peak, they are by no means limited to occurring at 
peak times. 
 
From a geophysical perspective there are two indices used to measure the 
impact of a geomagnetic storm. While neither index is detailed enough to 
assess the specific impact of a given event on a power systems, they do give 
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2 
an appreciation for the severity of a given storm.  The ap index is a linear 
representation of the range of observed dB/dt at a given site for every three 
hour period.  The Ap index is the average of the eight ap indices over the 
course of a day.  The K index, ranges from 0 to 9 and is a quasi-logarithmic 
representation ap index compared to a quiet day reference.  A global Kp index 
uses K indices from multiple observatories [12]. 
 
The Québec Blackout of March 13th, 1989 [13, 14] brought the potential for 
GIC to have catastrophic effects on the power system into the forefront of the 
minds of power engineers. 
 
The process of understanding GIC can be divided into two distinct categories: 
geophysical and engineering. The underlying geophysical concepts are 
summarised by Boteler in [15].  The solution of the geophysical problem will 
typically yield an electric field over the earth’s surface [15, 16].  This field is 
used to determine the currents induced in the electrical power system and 
ultimately the effect of those currents on the stability and security of the 
electrical power system. However, a review of the geophysics of GIC is beyond 
the scope of this chapter.  GIC is ultimately dependent on the mutual 
inductance of three currents, the electro jet in the atmosphere, the telluric 
current in the earth, and GIC in manmade conductive networks.  The impact 
of manmade conductive system is considered minimal on the electro jet and 
telluric currents and is neglected in calculating.  The potential induced in 
manmade networks is dependant on the other two currents. 
 
This review attempts to provide a comprehensive background of the 
engineering material published on the topic of GIC during the period 1990 to 
2006. This time period covers the majority of work that originated in 
response to the March 1989 Blackout as well as some contemporary material.  
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Material published prior to 1990 is reviewed in [17].  Papers from other than 
IEEE publications are limited to those that are in the English language, and 
readily available for study. 
 
During 1989 and the early 1990s there was a large amount of material 
published on GIC, including a 1989 EPRI conference dedicated to GIC.  This 
was a direct response to Québec blackout and other power system problems 
that occurred on March 13th, 1989 and the sense of urgency it imparted on 
the power engineering community. 
 
This chapter covers 6 general subtopics within the sphere of GIC.  These 
topics ere: Effects of GIC, Measurement and Monitoring, Forecasting, 
Modelling, System Solution, and Mitigation.  Of the 85 papers referenced in 
this review nearly one third of them cover effects of GIC on various 
components of electrical power systems, primarily transformers.  The 
remaining papers treat the remaining topics fairly evenly.  
1.1.1 Effects of GIC 
The effect of GIC on an electrical power system is typically studied as 
constituent effects on individual subsystems and components.  The areas 
which have received attention in the papers reviewed are protection systems, 
Static VAr Compensators, High Voltage Direct Current (HVDC) 
Transmission, transformers and generators. 
 
The effects of GIC are seen primarily at higher latitudes.  This is because the 
changes in magnetic field that cause GIC are greatest in these regions.  In 
the northern hemisphere, the regions affected primarily by GIC are central 
and eastern Canada [14], the Scandinavian nations [18-21] and to a lesser 
extent, the north-eastern United States and the British Isles [18].  The 
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likelihood of a significant GIC event in north-western Eurasia is reduced 
because the earth’s magnetic field is offset, the magnetic north pole is not 
located at the geographic North Pole, but rather in the Canadian arctic. The 
magnetic south pole is comparably skewed, in this case towards Australia.   
In the southern hemisphere, GIC, and associated transformer failures, have 
been reported in South Africa [20, 21].  Work is also being done to monitor 
GIC in the transmission system in China [22-29]. 
 
The net GIC impact on a system is dependent not only on the magnitude of 
the magnetic disturbance, but on its orientation.  The induced current in a 
given conductor is proportional to both the magnitude of the field as well as 
the sine of the angle of the field relative to the conductor [30].  This is 
supported by studies performed in Québec [31, 32] where large (>1V/km) 
electrical fields were seen most often with either easterly or westerly 
orientations.  Typically the field causing GIC is primarily east-west, because 
the electrojet follows lines of magnetic latitude. 
1.1.1.1 Transformers 
The main impact of GIC on electrical power systems is through the 
transmission transformers with grounded neutrals.  The DC GIC causes the 
transformer core to saturate; which has detrimental effects on the 
transformer operation. 
 
The magnetic flux in a transformer core is proportional to the integral of the 
voltage supplying the transformer [33].  The DC GIC will cause a DC 
component to this voltage.  This DC voltage will cause the transformer core 
flux to increase as the GIC event continues.  The magnetic history of the 
transformers is important in determining the effect of a given GIC event.  If 
there is a pre-existing residual flux in the same direction as the GIC induced 
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flux the transformer will saturate sooner, conversely if the pre-existing flux 
opposes the GIC induced flux, transformer saturation will be delayed [34-37]. 
 
Because of the decreased slope of the transformer B-H curve in the saturated 
region, the required AC magnetizing current increases dramatically - often 
hundreds to thousands of times the normal magnetizing current [3, 38-43].  
This increases the reactive power draw of the transformer drastically.  In the 
knee region of the B-H curve, the AC magnetizing current is asymmetrical; 
this causes the draw of both odd and even harmonic currents [33, 34, 40-42, 
44-48].  The large reactive and harmonic draws of GIC saturated transformer 
make proper operation of the power system difficult and tend to lead to power 
system instabilities. 
 
Since the influence of GIC on a transformer is primarily through the 
saturation of its core, the construction of the transformer core is critical to 
understanding the impacts of GIC.  Typical transformer core constructions 
are shown in Figure 1.1.  The susceptibility of a transformer core to GIC 
saturation is dependent of the presence of DC flux paths [49, 50].  In the case 
of a three-phase three-leg transformer there is no complete DC flux path in 
the core.  In these transformers, the DC flux must leak into the transformer 
tank.  Typically all transformer types see some degree of flux leakage into the 
tank [46].  Because the transformer tank is not designed as a magnetic core, 
the tank can be very susceptible to damage due to heating. 
 
Single-phase transformers are considered the most vulnerable to GIC [37].  
Of the three-phase transformer constructions, they are generally ranked by 
susceptibility as follows [49, 50]: 
1. shell-form (conventional) core – most susceptible 
2. three-phase, seven-leg 
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3. three-phase, five-leg 
4. three-phase, three-leg – least susceptible [51] 
There will be variations in the susceptibility of individual transformers 
depending on their specific construction. 
 
Figure 1.1:  Transformer core types 
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The increased magnetizing current drawn by the GIC saturated transformer 
results in substantially greater core losses in the transformer.  These core 
losses result in increased heating both in the transformer core and in other 
metallic components because of flux leakage.  This heating can severely 
reduce the lifespan of a transformer [40].  GIC induced transformer heating 
has been shown to cause the breakdown of transformer oil [39, 40].  During 
the 1989 geomagnetic storm that caused the Québec blackout a generator 
transformer at a nuclear station in New Jersey was destroyed due to 
overheating [6, 16].  In addition to the high cost of replacing the custom 
transformer, there was a significant lost revenue cost due to the 6 week 
downtime to source a replacement unit.  Were a replacement not available, 
the lead time was estimate at one year. 
1.1.1.2 Protection 
GIC impacts protection systems in two ways: directly, due to the DC current 
induced in the lines, the other, is due to the large harmonic currents from 
saturated transformers.  The presence of GIC itself should not be grounds for 
protective equipment to trip, however, the interaction with GIC can cause the 
misoperation of protective relays. 
 
Traditional electro-mechanical relays are subject to additional relay torque 
from the harmonic components.  This additional torque has been shown to 
account for upwards of 40% of the relay torque during a GIC event [52].  
There is no relay torque caused by the DC current since electro-mechanical 
relay installations use traditional CTs and PTs which effectively block DC.  
Some effects have been documented on CTs [53]. 
 
In the case of microprocessor-based relaying, the effects of GIC are very much 
dependant on the relaying algorithms used.  If a protective relay estimates 
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values based on either average or peak values, the measurements will be 
skewed by the presence of GIC induced harmonics [33, 52].  The use of a more 
sophisticated algorithm that would have the relay respond only to the 
fundamental would reduce the relay’s vulnerability to misoperation due to 
GIC.  When assessing the vulnerability to GIC of a protection scheme it is 
important to use a detailed model of the relay being used including the 
measurement algorithms [52]. 
 
Capacitor protection is impacted substantially by GIC.  Capacitor banks 
present a low impedance path to the harmonic currents from saturated 
transformers.  The flow of these harmonic currents can cause the capacitor 
overvoltage or overcurrent protection to trip [52, 54].  Additionally, capacitor 
neutral or unbalance protection may trip because of the asymmetrical nature 
of GIC-caused harmonics [33].  Current ANSI overvoltage limits for capacitor, 
which govern capacitor protective relay settings, are based on oil 
impregnated paper dielectric capacitors.  Modern all film dielectric capacitors 
have a substantially greater capacity to withstand overvoltage conditions 
without sustaining damage [38].  This design improvement has not seen 
widespread adoption into relay settings, but would substantially reduce the 
likelihood of capacitor tripping during a GIC event.  Because of the potential 
for voltage sags due to the increased reactive power demand of saturated 
transformers, it is of critical importance that capacitors be available during a 
GIC event to provide voltage support. 
1.1.1.3 Static VAr Compensators 
Static VAr Compensators (SVCs) allow the dynamic control of bus voltage in 
a power system by varying the reactance that they present to the bus to be 
controlled.  This control improves system stability by allowing operators to 
regulate voltages at key buses to maintain load voltages, or modulate power 
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flow.  A typical SVC uses a thyristor controlled reactor in parallel with either 
fixed or switched capacitor banks. 
 
The introduction of a strong second harmonic at the terminals of an SVC can 
affect the thyristor firing controller such that there is an asymmetry in the 
reactor current.  This asymmetry is essentially due to a DC current that will 
saturate the reactor, and needs to be mitigated.  Conventional control 
methods for TCR balancing do not mitigate the second harmonic at the SVC 
terminals, but can in fact increase it depending on the system parameters 
[33].  When there is a foreseen need to mitigate second harmonic 
contamination, a TCR Balancing Controller is employed to eliminate TCR DC 
current [55].  
1.1.1.4 High Voltage Direct Current Transmission 
While little work has been done on the impact of GIC on High Voltage Direct 
Current (HVDC) systems, some effects have been observed at an HVDC 
substation in Québec [56].  In this case, the interaction between the saturated 
transformers at the generators and the converter station generated 5th and 
7th harmonic currents on the AC side of the converter.  These currents were 
amplified by the 6th harmonic filter on the DC side of the converter. 
1.1.1.5 Generators 
The proximity of generators to their step up transformers and the delta-wye 
design of those transformers ensure that no DC current due to GIC flows into 
generators.  However the increased reactive, negative sequence and harmonic 
currents caused by the saturation of the generator step-up transformer on the 
high voltage side are injected into the generator.  It has been found that these 
currents place stress on the generator windings, possibly causing over 
heating and in the case of harmonic currents, vibration [33, 42, 57]. 
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1.1.2 Measurement and Monitoring 
The generally accepted practice for measuring GIC in an electrical system is 
to install Hall-effect sensors on the neutral conductor of selected 
transformers.  After appropriate filtering and conditioning, a measurement of 
the DC current in the transformer neutral is attained [58, 59].  The Sunburst 
system, developed by EPRI, uses this techniques and has been implemented 
in the United States, (primarily in the North East), Manitoba (on a feeder 
supplying Minnesota) [58], and in England and Wales [60].  The Minnesota 
power system also uses DC current measurement directly on a 500 kV phase 
conductor [61]. 
 
The principal disadvantage of this real time monitoring technique is that it 
does not provide warning necessary to enact changes necessary to protect the 
system [57, 58].  This drawback is common to any real time monitoring 
technique.  Transformer neutral current monitoring has additional 
drawbacks; typically only selected neutrals will be monitored.  This means 
that assumptions about the geo-electric field must be made in order to 
estimate the current in each line [62]. 
 
Transformer neutral currents are sometimes used to trigger events like 
dispatch alarms and fault recorders in order to facilitate the management 
and analysis of GIC incidents [13, 61, 63].  Parameters that are considered of 
interest with regard to the effects of GIC include system voltages and 
reactive power consumptions as well as, transformer tank temperature, 
transformer oil gassing, transformer noise and vibration [61, 63]. 
 
In order to better understand the cause of GIC, utilities and researchers are 
interested in electric and magnetic fields at the earth’s surface.  
Magnetometers are used to measure and record magnetic field data [31, 61].  
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Electric fields have been measured using two methods, by either an isolated 
or grounded dipole [13, 31].  
 
1.1.3 Forecasting 
Real-time measurement of GIC is useful for understanding system status and 
for the after-the-fact analysis of events, because it provides a record of the 
GIC on the system.  It has limited benefit to system operators in ensuring 
that a system survives a GIC event [62, 64].  In the absence of reasonably 
accurate GIC forecasts, the operating alternatives are to react to every 
potential GIC event.  While this is a prudent measure, it typically leads to 
significant losses in revenue due to generation redistribution and reduction 
in power transfers [52, 64].  The less prudent measure is to ignore the 
possibility of GIC, but this mindset increases the possibility of a GIC event 
having catastrophic causes. 
 
The simplest forecasting technique relies on an empirical relationship 
between ap index and GIC in a given power system segment [12].  This 
method has the disadvantages of not being adaptable because as the power 
system changes new empirical data must be gathered.  Also, since the ap 
index is non directional, it does not account for the directional variability of 
the impact of geomagnetic fields variation on GIC. 
 
A more sophisticated modelling technique uses a predicted auroral electrojet, 
the ionospheric current that is the principal cause of the magnetic field 
variations responsible for GIC.  From this predicted electrojet, using 
Faraday’s law: 
 
 ∫ ⋅∂
∂−= ds
t
BV  (1) 
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It is possible to calculate the electric field imposed by the geomagnetic event.  
Calculating GIC from this field is a relatively easy exercise.  This calculation, 
however requires a good earth conductivity model [62, 67-69] 
 
A computationally simpler alternative uses either an empirical or measured 
Earth surface impedance Z (representing the Earth response) to calculate the 
voltage field based on horizontal magnetic field [68, 69].  The impact of man 
made conductive networks is neglected in this calculation, because of the high 
grounding resistance of those networks when compared to Z. 
 
 xy B
ZE
0µ
=−  (2) 
 
The deployment of the ACE satellite to monitor incoming solar winds 
provides an opportunity to improve the accuracy of GIC forecasting by giving 
a one hour warning of a charged particulate stream destined for earth [64-
66]. 
1.1.4 Modelling 
Depending on the level of sophistication desired, it becomes necessary to 
model the earth and apply a magnetic field, as described above to calculate 
induced potentials.  In order to appreciate the impact on reactive power 
flows, it is necessary to model the effects of the DC GIC on transformers. 
 
The power system is typically modeled by its DC equivalent, taking the DC 
resistances of transmission lines and transformer windings [70].  The 
secondary side of distribution and generation transformers are often 
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neglected because it is assumed that no GIC is induced in the connected 
systems. 
1.1.4.1 Earth Modelling 
In order to calculate the electric field created by a given magnetic field, an 
electrical model of the earth is needed.  Typically this model must be 
simplified based on assumptions in order to allow the model to be analysed 
given limited computing resources [71-75]. 
1.1.4.2 Field Modelling 
It is simpler and often sufficient to model GIC using an assumed electric field 
instead of modelling the magnetic field and the earth.  In this case the typical 
methods are to use a uniform electric field, or a piecemeal collection of 
uniform fields [76-79].  This option is computationally simple though not 
realistic.  From the perspective of the electrical system model the electric 
filed is represented as line induced voltage (series sources in the transmission 
lines). 
 
Realistic fields must follow the physics governing electric fields, as 
summarised in [76] and [35].  When using realistic fields, induced electric 
fields cannot be represented as earth surface potentials. 
1.1.4.3 Transformer Modelling 
The primary effect of GIC is the saturation of transformers.  Because of this, 
accurate transformer modelling is critical to understanding GIC effect on a 
power system.  It is necessary to model the low frequency and saturated 
behaviour of the transformer.  This is typically done by modelling the 
detailed physics of the transformer core [35, 80], taking into account 
variables such as core geometry and winding construction [39]. 
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1.1.5 System Solution 
The method used for calculating the geomagnetically induced current in a 
power system based on a voltage field is essentially a DC load flow 
calculation.  The DC resistance of the various components of the power 
system are represented in an admittance matrix.  The ground resistance 
must also be considered.  The induced voltages in the various transmission 
lines are represented, and the system may be solved for the GIC in each 
transmission line. 
 
When solving for the GIC in a practical system, there may be actual field 
data, typically transformer neutral currents from selected stations, in 
addition to the estimated voltage field data.  In this case, the system becomes 
overdetermined and special techniques must be used to solve it [81]. 
1.1.6 Mitigation 
There are numerous possible strategies for mitigating the effects of GIC in 
electrical power systems.  Typical operational GIC mitigation strategies used 
when a geomagnetic event is forecast include [13]: 
• Increasing spinning reserve and more evenly distributing generation 
resources 
• Reducing transmission line loading 
• Cancelling maintenance and bringing all lines into service 
• Minimizing switching operations 
• Modifying or blocking protection systems prone to GIC interference 
 
Another proposed mitigation strategy is to inject a DC current into 
transformer auxiliary winding to cancel the DC GIC [82].  The constant 
magnetic field induced in the transformer core by this compensating winding 
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would have to be opposite in sign and equal in magnitude to the GIC induced 
field. 
 
GIC may be effectively blocked using capacitors.  The insertion of series 
blocking capacitors directly into transmission lines is not feasible because of 
the costs of high voltage capacitors.  If however, series capacitors are inserted 
for reasons of improving system stability, they do provide the side benefit of 
blocking GIC.  The more common solution is to install DC blocking capacitors 
on transformer neutrals.  This has been done both to block GIC as well as 
stray current from single-ended HVDC transmission [3, 83, 84]. 
 
Great care must be taken in the design of neutral blocking capacitors in order 
to prevent the capacitors from causing further problems in power system 
operation [3, 13, 83-85].  Neutral blocking capacitors can cause problems 
with: 
• Insulation co-ordination 
• Ferroresonance 
• Resonance 
• Relaying 
 
These problems are typically avoided by employing a voltage limiting scheme 
on the neutral blocking capacitor.  This can be done either with a spark gap 
[3, 85], varistor, or thyristor switch [83, 84]. 
1.2 Motivation 
While it is well established that the primary effects of GIC on electrical 
power transmission systems centre around transformers, the relationship 
between GIC and the impacts on transformers is not quantified in a sufficient 
manner. 
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The ability to measure GIC, or the effects of GIC in electrical power networks 
is presently something that can only be achieved through the costly 
deployment of dedicated hardware.  This has severely limited the deployment 
of GIC measurement equipment and basically leaves system operators in the 
position of attempting to manage GIC events without insight into how those 
events are affecting the system.  Giving operators better visibility into a GIC 
event will improve their ability to asses and manage a GIC event. 
 
While the historic impact of GIC on electrical power transmission networks 
has been limited to one large scale event, there is an increasing concern in 
the electrical power transmission energy about the detrimental effects of 
GIC.  Utilities are presently preparing for the upcoming peak in solar activity 
expected late 2011 through 2013.  As electrical transmission networks 
become more interconnected the consequences of a severe GIC event will be 
more widespread. 
1.3 Objective 
In very broad terms, this thesis seeks to define the relationship between GIC 
and its two principal effects on transformers, reactive power absorption and 
generation of harmonic currents.  It will use the relationship between GIC 
and transformer reactive power absorption as a tool to measure GIC within 
an electrical network. 
1.4 Outline 
A brief outline of each thesis chapter is presented in this section.  Chapter 2 
presents a software GIC simulator to solve the DC model of the electrical 
grid.  This will allow for the calculation of expecting GIC flows given a 
knowledge of induced electric fields within the network. Chapter 3 defines 
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the relationship between GIC and transformer reactive power absorption.  
This relationship will be used to measure the magnitude of the GIC in power 
transformers, by observation of the reactive power absorbed by those 
transformers.  Chapter 4 illustrates a laboratory verification of the 
relationship between GIC and transformer absorbed reactive power. Chapter 
5 presents a system study of GIC in a segment of a 500kV power 
transmission system.  Using the principles developed in previous chapters, 
the impact of the GIC event on voltage profile is examined.  The availability 
of the magnitude of GIC is explored from the perspective of an operator’s 
ability to react to GIC and manage the network.  Chapter 6 presents a 
mathematical examination of the harmonics generated by a transformer 
saturated by GIC.  The conclusions of the thesis are presented in Chapter 7. 
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Chapter 2 A Software Simulator for 
Geomagnetically Induced Currents in 
Electrical Power Systems  
2.1 Nomenclature 
The various symbols used in this chapter are described below. 
 
φ Latitude in degrees 
λ Longitude in degrees 
ρ(φ) Radius of a given latitude line 
R Radius of the earth 
N Number of stations 
n Station number 
M Max. number of transformers per station 
m Transformer number (within a given station) 
ygnd Ground conductance vector (Nx1) 
YT Transformer conductance matrix (NxM) 
yT Transformer conductance vector (Nx1) 
ystn Station conductance vector (Nx1) 
Yline Line conductance data (NxN – symmetric) 
YTcoupling Transformer coupling conductance (NxN – symmetric) 
Y System admittance matrix (NxN) 
j Equivalent current source vector (Nx1) 
i Calculated station GIC (Nx1) 
IT Transformer GIC matrix (NxM) 
VGIC Induced potential due to GIC (Nx1) 
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2.2 Introduction 
Geomagnetically Induced Current (GIC) is the product of variations in the 
earth’s magnetic field.  These magnetic variations occur during geomagnetic 
disturbances produced by solar activity [1-9].  Solar activity follows an 11 
year half cycle.  During the peak of this cycle there is a marked increase in 
the probability of severe GIC.  The next peak (cycle 24) is expected between 
late 2011 and 2013. 
 
Hydro One in the province of Ontario, Canada, owns and operates one of the 
geographically largest transmission systems in North America.  In the case of 
the Hydro One system there is little reliable historical GIC data available 
prior to 2005.  The present GIC monitoring system was not fully deployed 
and calibrated prior to cycle 23 (2000).  It is desirable to have an effective 
simulation tool to be able to examine many aspects of GIC including testing 
mitigation strategies and examining the impact of network modifications. 
 
The concept for this simulator is based on a novel extension of the algorithm 
proposed in [10] and [11]. Where [10] and [11] only treat the analysis of a 
resistance network representative of a power system, this paper proposes a 
technique for modelling key power system components for GIC analysis as 
well as a technique for calculating the induced electric filed along an 
electrical power transmission system. 
 
This chapter first presents the simulation method in section 2.3 including the 
modelling technique for each of the critical system components.  Next, the 
calculation method is presented in section 2.4 and user interface in section 
2.5.  Results from the study systems are shown in section 2.6 and the 
application of the simulator to the Hydro One system is discussed in section 
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2.7. System data is not included for the portions of this paper that deal with 
Hydro One’s system as Hydro One considers this data confidential.  
Discussions are presented in section 2.8 and conclusion in section 2.9. 
2.3 Simulation Method 
This chapter considers the case where the field of induced electric field in the 
electrical network is uniform and irrotational.  The technique presented can 
be extended to consider non uniform fields.  Because of the assumption of a 
uniform field, the induced potential in any given line will depend only on its 
terminal locations.  Without this assumption it is possible that horizontal 
conduction loops will have GIC induced, these GICs will not be shown by 
models using this assumption.  A field of induced potential (VGIC) is applied 
across the area of interest to simulate these induced potentials.  This 
simulator uses an admittance matrix based numerical method to simulate 
the effect of the induced potential imposed on the transmission network by a 
geomagnetic event.  The induced potential is treated as a DC voltage field.  
While this is not strictly correct, it is a reasonable approximation [12], [13].  
GIC is a time varying quantity with a period typically in the range of seconds 
to minutes. 
 
The earth surface potential (ESP) method of modelling GIC generates a 
potential field over the surface of the earth.  This field, which is typically 
recorded in volts per kilometre, results from applying either predicted or 
measured variations in the earth’s magnetic field to a deep earth resistance 
model of the earth.  A deep earth resistance model treats the earth as a thick 
(multiple km) layered sphere.  The resistance of the earth model is far 
greater that that of the transmission lines and the effect of the transmission 
lines are neglected in this overall earth model [12], [13]. 
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2.3.1 Mapping Transmission Station Locations 
In order to calculate earth surface potential values for each network 
component, it is necessary to map the location of those components onto a flat 
plane kilometre grid.  Once this is done, applying the volts per kilometre ESP 
is a simple matter.  Any attempt to map spherical coordinates of equipment 
locations on to a flat linear grid introduces errors, especially when 
attempting to compute relative distances between multiple points, different 
mapping techniques can introduce variation of approximately 150 km, in the 
distance between two points at opposite ends of the province.  A central 
reference point located at the algebraic mean of the latitude / longitude 
coordinates of the equipment of interest is selected to minimize this error.  
This central reference point serves as the origin of the flat plane linear map 
of the system.  In the case of the Hydro One system, this point is located at 
44.33192°N, 79.80532°W.  This point is near the intersection of HWY 90 with 
Simcoe County Road 56, a few kilometres west of the city of Barrie, Ontario.  
Figure 2.1 shows four points of interest (A1 through A4) on a spherical plane.  
The locations of all points are calculated relative to a central origin by the 
method below.  The final mapping is shown in Figure 2.2. 
 
The procedure for locating a piece of equipment located at point A1 (φ1,λ1), 
relative to the origin O (φ0,λ0),  is illustrated in Figure 2.3.  Two paths are 
considered, one, northward, parallel to the longitude lines (this is shown split 
as OB and CA1) and one, eastward, parallel to the latitude lines, shows as 
BC.  This line is located at the middle latitude between the two points O and 
A1.  For all calculations, the earth’s radius R is assumed to be a constant 
6371 km.  The north (x) component of the mapped point is given as the arc 
length between O and A1 in Figure 2.4, which depicts a cross sectional view of 
the earth: 
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  ( )01360
2 ϕϕπ −= Rx  (1) 
 
 
 
Figure 2.1: Points of interest on a spherical plane (earth) 
 
 
Figure 2.2: Points of interest mapped to a rectangular plane 
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The cross section of the earth along a latitude is illustrated in Figure 2.5. The 
east (y) component of the mapped point is given as the arc length between B 
and C in Figure 2.5. It should be noted that this arc is on the middle latitude 
between O and A1: 
 
  ( ) ( )01360
2 λλπϕρ −′=y  (2) 
where: 
  
2
10 ϕϕϕ +=′  (3) 
  ( ) ϕϕρ ′=′ cosR  (4) 
 
Applying the ESP field to the station locations calculated above yields ESP 
values for each station. 
 
 
 
Figure 2.3: Connecting Points on a Sphere 
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Figure 2.4: Axial cross section of the earth 
 
 
Figure 2.5: Cross section of the earth taken along latitude φ’ 
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2.3.2 Modeling of Network Components 
The model of the electrical transmission system needed for the GIC simulator 
is developed below.  GIC is treated as a DC phenomenon and therefore, it is 
only necessary to model the DC resistance of the components considered.  In 
the case of the Hydro One system, only 500 kV and 230 kV transmission 
networks are modeled.  This is done because the other transmission elements 
form short, high resistance, radial networks which do not contribute 
significantly to GIC.  It is assumed that the GIC in each of these networks is 
negligible. 
 
This simulator uses a system model that treats all three phases in parallel, 
as they appear to the induced electric filed.  Transmission lines are modeled 
by their conductor resistance.  Transformers are modeled by their winding 
resistances, where they are wye connected and grounded, ungrounded 
transformers are treated as open circuits.  Where an autotransformer couples 
two buses, its resistance is divided into a series resistance, coupling the two 
busses, and a resistance to the neutral terminal.  It is also necessary to model 
the earth resistance for each station.  A small representative study system 
having 5 buses is shown in Figure 2.6 and its model shown in Figure 2.7. 
 
 
Figure 2.6: Study System 
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Figure 2.7: Equivalent DC Model of Study System 
2.4 Calculation Method 
The Geomagnetically Induced Currents are calculated as follows, based on 
the method presented in [10] and [11].  This algorithm is implemented as a 
MATLAB script, referred to as the GIC Simulator script.  While any number 
of simulation engines could have been used to solve the DC circuit to 
determine GIC levels matlab was selected because of the author’s easy access 
and familiarity.  Autotransformer coils which couple multiple buses are 
treated the same as transmission lines connecting those buses.  Earth 
Surface Potential (ESP) values are calculated by the method described in 
section 2.3.1.  Steps represented by (9) through (12) are taken from [10] and 
[11]. 
 
Calculate transformer conductance vector (nx1): 
 
  ∑
=
=
M
m
TT mnn
Yy
1
,
 (5) 
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Calculate station conductance vector (nx1): 
 
  
nn
n
gndT
stn
yy
y 11
1
+
=  (6) 
 
Any zero magnitude elements in this vector will yield a singular admittance 
matrix and the system will be unsolvable.  After forming ystn it is necessary to 
replace any zeros with trivially small values (10-8). 
 
Calculate system admittance matrix 
 
  Tcouplinglineline YYY +=′  (7) 
  ( ) ( ) linelinestn YYdiagydiagY ′−•′+= 1  (8) 
Convert ESP into Norton equivalent current source vector (nx1): 
 
  jn = vGICn ! vGICx( )
x=1
N
" #Ylinex ,n  (9) 
 
Calculate station voltage vector (1xn): 
 
  stnYvj =  (10) 
  jYvstn
1−=  (11) 
 
Calculate the GIC in each station: 
 
  
nn stnstnn
vyi =  (12) 
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If desired calculate the GIC in each station transformer: 
 
  
n
mn
mn
T
T
nT y
Y
iI ,
,
=  (13) 
 
While it is also possible to calculate the GIC in individual transmission lines 
this is not of interest here since the principal consequences on the electrical 
grid of GIC are transformer heating and harmonic current generation 
causing capacitor bank tripping, generator overheating, relay misoperation.  
Both of these phenomena are linked to the DC current in transformer 
windings [14]. Since GIC affects all three phases equally, the DC neutral 
current is indicative of the DC current in each of the phases. 
2.5 User Interface 
A detailed user interface has been developed to represent the system data on 
station location, transformer resistance and transmission lines using 
Microsoft Excel Worksheets.  These sheets are modifiable, lines and 
transformers may be added or removed.  It is possible to add stations by 
simply creating a new listing in the station locations and transformer sheets 
and adding appropriate transmissions lines.  All of the spreadsheets have 
provision to store station and line names, making for easy user interface with 
the system data. 
 
These spreadsheets perform some data pre-processing and output files that 
are read into MATLAB by the GIC Simulator script. The GIC Simulator 
script performs the final processing of the input data, building the needed 
conductance matrices. 
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2.6 Validation of Software Simulator 
In order to validate the proposed technique for GIC simulation, two case 
studies are performed. The first case study relates to a simple 5 bus system 
taken from [10, 11, 15]. The second case study is for the Hydro One 500 kV 
grid. Both systems are modeled in EMTP (using its steady state solver) and 
also solved using the GIC simulator. The calculated geomagnetically induced 
currents from both these methods are then compared. 
2.6.1 Case Study 1: 5-bus system 
This system, shown in Figure 2.5 consists of 5 buses in a straight line radial 
system.  The line segments connecting two adjacent buses are modeled by 
their resistance, taken to be 5 ohms.  The bus to ground resistance is 0.5 
ohms, and the induced voltage in each line segment is 100 V.  It was 
considered necessary to modify the topology of the system for simulation. The 
modified system is shown in Figure 2.9. The GIC in amperes as calculated 
from both the EMTP simulation and the developed tool are shown in Table 2-
1. 
 
Figure 2.8: 5 bus system 
 
 
Figure 2.9: 5 bus system as modified to be simulated 
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Table 2-1:  GIC (A) for 5 Bus System 
	  	   GIC_Sim	   EMTP	  
A	   -­‐18.32	   -­‐18.32	  
B	   -­‐1.53	   -­‐1.53	  
C	   0.00	   0.00	  
D	   1.53	   1.53	  
E	   18.32	   18.32	  
 
In this small system, the GIC Simulator results match exactly those obtained 
from the EMTP. 
2.6.2 Case Study 2: Hydro One 500 kV system 
The data for this system is taken from internal Hydro One sources.  A DC 
model of the system is developed.  In this case study 19 nodes, and 40 
connecting lines need to be modeled.  This provides a very manageable 
system, with the benefit of using realistic system data.  The results from this 
system should not be considered indicative of the actual system operations 
since the substantial GIC contribution of the much larger 230 kV system is 
not considered in this model.  The GIC in amps as computed by the simulator 
and EMTP are comapred in Table 2-2. 
 
The two modelling methods for the 500 kV system match very well. In both 
the case studies, the Simulator results are consistent with EMTP simulation. 
2.7 Application to Hydro One 500 kV and 230 kV System 
This study system simulates the entire 500 kV and 230 kV Hydro One 
transmission system (374 stations, 496 lines).  So far, this simulation is being 
used to help guide specification for various new construction projects on the 
system, including the Nanticoke Static VAr Compensator. 
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Table 2-2: GIC (A)  for Hydro One 500 kV System 
	   GIC_Sim	   EMTP	  
Bowmanville	  SS	   14.249	   14.249	  
Bruce	  A	  TS	   -­‐23.774	   -­‐23.775	  
Bruce	  B	  SS	   -­‐38.888	   -­‐38.888	  
Cherrywood	  TS	   0.192	   0.192	  
Claireville	  TS	   -­‐13.501	   -­‐13.501	  
Essa	  TS	   -­‐0.571	   -­‐0.571	  
Hanmer	  TS	   -­‐13.780	   -­‐13.780	  
Hawthorne	  TS	   46.827	   46.827	  
Lennox	  TS	   66.039	   66.039	  
Longwood	  TS	   -­‐28.252	   -­‐28.251	  
Middleport	  TS	   -­‐7.313	   -­‐7.313	  
Milton	  SS	   0.000	   0.000	  
Nanticoke	  TS	   10.136	   10.136	  
Parkway	  TS	  C551VP	   -­‐3.766	   -­‐3.766	  
Parkway	  TS	  C550VP	   -­‐3.766	   -­‐3.766	  
Pinard	  TS	   -­‐5.544	   -­‐5.543	  
Porcupine	  TS	   -­‐0.708	   -­‐0.708	  
Trafalgar	  TS	  M573T	   1.209	   1.209	  
Trafalgar	  TS	  M5732T	   1.211	   1.211	  
2.7.1 System Overview 
In Ontario the majority of the load and generation is concentrated along a 
primarily east-west corridor near the US border.  Lines extend from this 
corridor to service areas to the north and east.  The approximate 
configuration of this system is shown in Figure 2.10. Some stations as 
indicated on this diagram are in fact groups of nearby stations. 
2.7.2 GIC Results 
Simulation results are shown in Table 2-3 for a representative geomagnetic 
storm event of magnitude of 1V/km in both northerly and easterly directions.  
The impact of an actual geomagnetic event can be extrapolated based on 
these results, depending on the magnitude of the geoelectric voltage in either 
direction.  
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Figure 2.10: Major Line Groups in Hydro One (not to scale) 
 
Table 2-3: GIC (A) for Generalized Hydro One 500 kV System 
	  	   North	   East	  
A	   -­‐22.01	   -­‐51.87	  
B	   -­‐52.89	   -­‐2.81	  
C	   -­‐47.29	   12.97	  
D	   -­‐19.10	   101.11	  
E	   98.82	   -­‐117.47	  
F	   -­‐108.23	   34.72	  
G	   -­‐43.83	   38.89	  
H	   23.38	   13.50	  
I	   53.54	   69.88	  
J	   47.31	   -­‐199.93	  
K	   69.80	   2.41	  
L	   32.76	   45.19	  
M	   37.99	   10.72	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2.8 Discussion 
This GIC simulator provides the ability to easily and accurately predict GIC 
flows within an electrical power transmission system, given an accurate 
estimate of the induced potential.  This offers three principal benefits to 
electrical power engineers: the ability to understand GIC flows in their 
existing systems, the ability to see the impact of proposed system 
modifications on GIC flows and the ability to assess the effect of service 
outages and dispatch strategy on GIC flow. 
  
In addition to the mapping technique discussed in section 2.1, the simulation 
method presented in this chapter offers a key advantage over EMTP 
simulation.  The proposed method requires only the ESP field as an input, 
where in the case of EMTP simulation it is necessary to externally calculate 
the induced voltage in each line segment and input those values into the 
EMTP.  Since the ESP values are continually changing, this streamlined 
interface will dramatically increase usability of the simulator. 
 
Understanding the flow of GIC in an electrical power system is essential to 
judging the preparedness of the system in question, for an event as well as for 
directing the specification of new equipment to ensure sufficient GIC 
withstand capability.  This is especially important for equipment that is 
sensitive to harmonics such as Static VAr Compensators. 
2.9 Conclusion 
A novel software Simulator for predicting Geomagnetically Induced Currents 
in electrical power transmission systems has been developed and tested 
successfully on two test systems, including real electrical power transmission 
systems, with results supported by steady state simulation from the EMTP. 
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This simulator utilizes a new technique to map the locations of transmission 
equipment, and simulate autotransformers.  The developed simulator offers 
great ease of use for working with GIC, as the geoelectric filed and system 
parameters are easily modifiable. 
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Chapter 3 Determination of Geomagnetically 
Induced Current Flow in a 
Transformer from Its Reactive Power 
Absorption 
3.1 Introduction 
Solar disturbances release a clioud of high energy particles into space.  If this 
plasma cloud crosses the earth’s path it interacts with the earth’s magnetic 
field to produce geomagnetic disturbances.  A key feature of geomagnetic 
disturbance is and increase in the auroral electrojets in the boreal and 
austral zones.  The electrojet can be visualized as a conductor suspended 100 
km above the surface of the earth with a width of 600 km, and currents up to 
2000 kA.  Durring geomagnetic disturbances variations in the electroject (in 
the order of 1 to 100 mHz) produce magnetic field variations that induce 
voltages in relatively long conductors at ground level.  This is a Solar magntic 
Disturbance (SMD).  If these conductors, for instance the wires of an HV 
transmission line, are grounded through the neutral connection of 
transformers at the ends of the line, a closed loop or return path is formed 
and currents will circulate.  These currents are commonly referred to as 
Geomagnetically Induced Currents (GIC) [1, 2].   
 
The electrojet normally resides in regions near the earth’s magnetic poles.  
During an SMD, current density of the electrojet increases and its size 
extends away from the poles.  During severe SMD events, the electroject can 
extend to latitudes below the 40° parallel. On September 1st, 1859, the 
Carrington event, which is considered to be the most severe geomagnetic 
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event in recent recorded history [3], the aurora could be seen in relatively low 
latitudes such as Florida and Southern California.   
 
The frequency and intensity of SMD events tend to follow the 22 year solar 
cycle [4].  The frequency of sunspot activity peaks twice during this 22 year 
cycle [5-7].  While SMD events are more likely to occur during a peak or solar 
maximum, they are by no means limited to occurring at peak times.   
 
Power transformers are designed to operate in the linear region of their 
magnetizing characteristic.  When dc or low frequency currents such as GIC 
flow into a transformer winding, the operating point is shifted and half-cycle 
saturation takes place, as illustrated in Figure 3.1.  When a transformer 
enters into dc biased or half-cycle saturation both odd and even harmonics 
are generated. Power apparatus such as transformers and capacitor banks 
are designed to operate with power frequency voltages and currents.  
Harmonic currents superimposed on power frequency currents can cause a 
number of undesirable effects such as spot heating in power transformers, 
overloading of capacitor banks, improper operation of certain types of 
protective relays, extraneous losses, and machine overheating, to name a few.   
 
The Québec Blackout of March 13th, 1989 was triggered by the tripping of 
capacitor banks of key Static VAr Compensators (SVCs) and a cascading 
series of events that led to the voltage collapse of the 735 kV network [8, 9]. 
This incident highlighted in dramatic manner how extreme space weather 
events and GIC can cause cascading failures leading to massive disruption of 
electrical power service. 
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Figure 3.1: Terminal voltage and magnetizing current for a transformer under half 
cycle saturation 
3.1.1 Simulation of GIC in Power Systems 
There is a substantial body of research devoted to the analysis of GIC in HV 
transmission networks. In general, proposed techniques aim at determining 
the electrical field potential that causes GIC to circulate in transmission lines 
through the neutral grounding points of transformers [10].  
 
Electric field potentials at ground level depend on many factors such as the 
properties of the earth resistivity over large geographical areas, as well as 
temporal and spatial variation of the induced electric field during an SMD 
event. Once the induced potentials on transmission circuits are assessed with 
varying degrees of uncertainty and simplifying assumptions, the GIC 
currents circulating in transmission lines and transformers are then 
calculated by modelling the power system as a dc network where the forcing 
functions (normally voltage sources) are estimated from the induced 
potentials [11]. 
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Once the GIC currents are estimated, their potential effect on power 
apparatus has to be assessed. In the case of transformers, two main areas of 
concern are the heating effects of harmonics caused by half-cycle saturation, 
and the heating caused by stray flux as the core goes in and out of saturation.  
These effects depend heavily on the construction and type of transformer.  
For instance, banks of single-phase units are more susceptible than three-
phase units, and three-leg core-type units are the least susceptible [12].   
 
From the point of view of Protection and Control, susceptibility to GIC 
depends on the type and magnitude of harmonic currents caused by 
transformer saturation.  Thus, even if the GIC circulating in the power 
network could be assessed with reasonable accuracy, the effect on the 
performance of the system and potential damage to equipment remains 
difficult to assess, especially in real time.  
3.1.2 Measurement and Monitoring of GIC 
Measuring GIC directly is a way to get around the difficulties and 
uncertainties in modelling it from fundamental principles (i.e., induced 
potentials at ground level). The generally accepted practice for measuring 
GIC on an electrical system is to install Hall-effect sensors on the neutral 
conductor of selected transformers. After appropriate filtering and 
conditioning, a measurement of the DC current in the transformer neutral is 
attained [13, 14].  The Sunburst system, developed by EPRI, uses this 
techniques and has been implemented in the United States, (primarily in the 
North East), Manitoba (on a feeder supplying Minnesota) [8], and in England 
and Wales [15].  The Minnesota power system also uses DC current 
measurement directly on a 500 kV phase conductor [16].  Hydro One has 
deployed an extensive GIC detection network [17].  In 2005 it had 12 
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monitoring stations transmitting real-time data directly to the operations 
and control centre. In preparation for the peak of sunspot cycle 24 (2011-
2013) the number of GIC monitoring stations will be increased to 17. 
 
Transformer neutral currents are sometimes used to trigger alarms and fault 
recorders in order to facilitate the analysis of GIC incidents [9, 16, 18].  
Parameters that are considered of interest with regard to the effects of GIC 
include system voltages and reactive power consumption, as well as, 
transformer tank temperature, transformer oil gassing, transformer noise 
and vibration [16, 18]. The reactive power absorption of a transformer 
increases when that transformer’s magnetic core is saturated.  This 
relationship is almost linear and depends nearly entirely on the saturated 
reactance of the transformer [12]. 
 
The installation of real-time GIC monitors on every transformer, would be 
very useful but a rather expensive proposition.  On the other hand, knowing 
the amount of GIC flowing in the winding of a transformer is not a direct 
indication of whether or not the transformer will enter into half-cycle 
saturation.   
3.1.3 Requirements of the power system controlling authority 
During an SMD event, the power system controlling authority (i.e., the 
system operator) needs to assess if any of the potential problems described 
earlier are, or will be taking place.  Since the problems associated with GIC 
are caused by transformer saturation and the subsequent generation of 
harmonics, the notion of assessing these effects directly, rather than through 
simulations affected by different levels of uncertainty is quite attractive.  
Control room EMS (Energy Management Systems or SCADA) continuously 
measure and monitor real and reactive power in real time with the existing 
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infrastructure. A reliable relationship between measured reactive power loss 
in a transformer, harmonic currents, and GIC flowing through the windings 
would directly provide the information needed to make practical operational 
decisions in real time.  The decisions could range from taking equipment at 
risk out of service, to re-configuring the network to reduce GIC impact.  
 
This paper proposes an approach to obtain the relationships between 
transformer reactive power loss and GIC from EMS reactive power 
measurements.  Unlike earlier work that acknowledged the correlation 
between GIC and reactive power absorption [12], this paper seeks to define 
that relationship, and validates it using both simulation and field data.  
Finally, it uses the newly defined relationship to estimate GIC levels from 
measured reactive power loss. 
 
Section II presents the proposed concept of employing transformer reactive 
power absorption to determine its saturation level and consequently the GIC.  
Section III shows an application of the technique on a simulation of a bank of 
single phase autotransformers modeled in the Electromagnetic Transients 
Program EMTDC/PSCAD [19].  In Section IV the effect of the path of the flow 
of GIC through the transformer windings is examined.  Section V presents a 
case study using GIC and reactive power measurements of the Hydro One 
network obtained during an SMD event that took place on May 2005.  
Conclusions are presented in section VI. 
3.2 Proposed Technique 
Consider the simplified transformer representation shown in Figure 3.2.  The 
core magnetization and core losses can be represented by a shunt reactance 
Xm and resistance Rc. Saturation effects can be taken into account by 
assuming Xm to be a nonlinear inductance, as shown in Figure 3.3 (a).  Since 
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the phenomenon under consideration is a quasi steady-state one, we 
introduce the additional simplification of ignoring hysteresis and lumping all 
core losses into Rc.  
 
 
Figure 3.2: Transformer Model 
 
      
Figure 3.3 (a): Typical B-H curve, (b): Simplified B-H curve 
 
With this assumption, the core characteristic is depicted in Figure 3.3 (b).  In 
the saturated region, the apparent shunt impedance of the transformer 
becomes small and more reactive power is drawn. When the transformer is 
exposed to GIC the flow of quasi-DC current to ground through the 
transformer causes a DC voltage to appear across the non-linear core 
reactance over a relatively long period of time (minutes to hours).  The V-I 
characteristic of the non-linear element is shown in a simplified manner in 
Figure 3.4. 
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Figure 3.4: Transformer core reactance V-I characteristic 
 
 
Figure 3.5: Voltage imparted on transformer core 
 
Figure 3.5 shows the voltage seen across the core reactance in the 
transformer model, in this case a V-I model of the transformer core is used.  
VDC is the voltage imparted on the core caused by the saturating GIC. The 60 
Hz AC voltage is offset by a DC voltage due to the GIC.  The positive peak 
voltage is labeled V+ and the negative peak, V-.  The transformer’s operating 
region (V+ to V-), with an AC rms voltage of 1 pu, for a given level of 
saturation VDC is defined by: 
 
 V + =VDC + 2  (1) 
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 V ! =VDC ! 2  (2) 
 
Assuming that the transformer is operating partly in the saturated region: 
 
 V + >Vknee  (3) 
 !Vknee <V ! <Vknee  (4) 
 
The current limits of the transformer’s current operating region, defined by I+ 
and I- (as seen in Figure 3.4) are then given as: 
 
 I + = Baircore VDC + 2( )! 2Vknee 1! BmBaircore
"
#$
%
&'
"
#$
%
&'
 (5) 
 I ! = Bm VDC ! 2( )  (6) 
 
The effective susceptance of the transformer can be determined by: 
 
 Beffective =
I + ! I !
V + !V !  (7) 
 
Using the voltages defined in (1) and (2) and the currents defined in (5) and 
(6): 
 
 Beffective =
VDC Baircore ! Bm( )+ 2 Baircore + Bm( )+ 2Vknee Bm ! Baircore( )
2 2
 (8) 
 
Since the air core susceptance Baircore is much larger than the magnetizing 
susceptance Bm, the magnetizing susceptance is assumed to be 0, giving: 
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 Beffective = VDC + 2 1!Vknee( )"# $%
Baircore
2 2  (9) 
The reactive power absorbed in the magnetizing branch of the transformer is 
given by: 
 
Qtr =VI sin!
=VI(!! = 90°)
= BeffectiveV 2
= Beffective(!V !1)
 (10) 
 
From the original assumptions, (8), (9) and (10) are only valid when (3) and 
(4) are true. 
 
Given that the saturation characteristic parameters (Baircore and Bm) of the 
transformer are constant for a given transformer, the effective reactance 
(Beffective) varies linearly with the saturating current through the transformer 
core.  If the assumption that the terminal voltages are maintained at a 
constant value of 1.0 pu is true, the reactive power absorbed by the 
transformer will increase linearly with the saturating current in the 
transformer as shown by (9). 
 
Based on measured reactive power levels for the transformer and a 
knowledge of the expected transformer reactive power absorption for a given 
power flow level, it is possible to estimate the magnitude of the saturating 
current utilizing the behaviour of the transformer in saturated conditions.  
Through existing EMS-based data acquisition, the transformer loading and 
its reactive power absorption are known.  From this information, it is possible 
to determine the magnitude of GIC using the proposed technique illustrated 
in Figure 3.6, as follows:  The difference between the reactive power flow into 
the transformer (Q1) and the reactive power flow out of the transformer (Q2) 
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is taken to be the reactive power absorbed by the transformer (Qtr).  The load 
current (I2) of the transformer is used along with a model of the transformer 
under unsaturated conditions to determine the expected reactive power 
absorbed by the transformer (QtrL).  The difference between the expected and 
actual reactive power absorption is attributed to GIC (QtrGIC).  Finally, a 
predetermined characteristic is used to calculate IGIC - the magnitude of GIC.  
In this paper, the predetermined characteristic has been taken from 
electromagnetic transient simulation using PSCAD. For practical 
implementation it is recommended that studies be performed during 
transformer pre-commissioning testing to determine the needed 
characteristic. 
 
 
Figure 3.6: Technique for determining GIC with transformer power flows 
3.3 Case Study I: Simulation of a Single-Phase 
Autotransformer Bank 
3.3.1 Study System 
The study system is shown in Figure 3.7.  The transformer of interest T1 is a 
three-phase bank that consists of three single-phase autotransformers.  This 
transformer bank is supplied by an ideal voltage source V1 behind a delta-
connected ideal transformer T2 which serves to block DC currents from the 
source V1.  A DC current source I1 injects current in each primary phase to 
simulate GIC, and a second source I2 may be used to inject GIC in the 
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secondary windings, in both directions. The low voltage side of the 
transformer T1 supplies a constant power load of 100 MW (the transformer's 
rated capacity).  This load is isolated from the flow of low frequency current 
again with a delta-connected ideal transformer T3.  This system is simulated 
in PSCAD.  The current at the ground terminal (Iground) of the transformer 
bank is monitored, as are the input and output real and reactive powers.  The 
transformer input power (P1, Q1) and output power (P2, Q2), respectively, are 
measured directly.  
 
Figure 3.7: Single Phase Transformer Study System 
 
3.3.2 GIC flow from HV Terminal to Ground 
This case considers the flow of saturating current from the high voltage 
terminal of the transformer into the ground.  This would be the case of a 
transformer whose low voltage terminal is supplying a practically 
ungrounded system with little or no GIC flow. 
 
To examine the effects of saturation caused by the injection of a DC current, 
100A per phase of GIC is selected.  Although this is at the high end of GIC 
values observed in HV networks, it is used to illustrate the effect of GIC on 
the transformer.  The most severe effect of the saturation of the transformer 
is the increased transformer reactive power consumption.  In this case 
reactive power draw increases more than tenfold from approximately 10 
MVAr to nearly 120 MVAr. Figure 3.8 shows the average reactive power 
consumption with increasing GIC levels.   
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Figure 3.8: Transformer reactive power consumption with variation DC current 
injection 
3.4 Effect of GIC Flow Path in an Autotransformer 
 
The previous section considered an autotransformer where the GIC flow was 
set from the HV terminal to ground. However, in a system where the LV 
network is grounded, the distribution of DC current through HV, LV and 
neutral terminals depends on a number of factors such as orientation of lines 
connected to HV and LV buses, induced electric field orientation, and other 
circuit parameters such as line and neutral grounding resistances. 
 
The level of saturation in an autotransformer depends on the net DC flux in 
the core, which in turn depends on the current in the HV and common 
windings. Since GIC monitors normally measure neutral current, GIC 
measurements in an autotransformer only reflect directly the flux 
contribution from the common winding.  
 
The net DC magnetic field induced in the core (HGIC ) is a product of the 
ampere-turns of DC current.  Since the number of turns on each winding is 
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not readily available, it can be represented as a constant (k) times the 
nominal rated voltage at the terminal in question. 
 
For a GIC flow of 100A from the HV (500kV) terminal to the LV (240 kV) 
terminal, the injected GIC is: 
 
 HGIC =100 500k( )!100 240k( )   (11) 
 
The nonlinear behaviour of a saturated transformer is dependent on the DC 
flux offset.  The path which GIC takes through the transformer to create this 
offset has no bearing on the effects seen by the transformer.  The transformer 
reactive power consumption can be used as an indicator of the net DC flux in 
the transformer. Given this knowledge and an understanding of general GIC 
flow pattern in a given transformer, it is possible to use transformer reactive 
power consumptions as an indicator of system GIC levels. 
3.5 Case Study II: Hydro One Essa TS Transformer, May 15, 
2005 SMD Event 
On May 15, 2005, the Hydro One GIC detection network recorded the effects 
of a relatively mild SMD event.  During this event, there was no interruption 
of service, protective equipment malfunction, or nuisance equipment tripping. 
The neutral GIC currents monitored in the neutral of a 500kV/230kV/28kV, 
750 MVA autotransformer at Essa TS reached 30 A (10 A per phase).  The 
transformer bank consists of three-single-phase units.   
 
The analysis presented in this section is based on Hydro One’s historical 
records from the GIC EMS records, which stores measurements from 12 GIC 
monitoring network.  The technique proposed here takes into consideration 
instrument calibration drift. 
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3.5.1 Modified Technique 
3.5.1.1 Nomenclature 
This nomenclature is used exclusively for this case study to describe a 
modified technique needed to condition the real system data. 
IGICnMEAS  Measured transformer neutral current 
I GICnMEAS  Mean transformer neutral current (taken during a period with no 
GIC activity) 
!IGICnMEAS  Measured transformer neutral current with instrument drift error 
corrected 
Q1MEAS  Measured transformer primary winding reactive power 
Q2MEAS  Measured transformer secondary winding reactive power 
!QMEAS  Measured transformer reactive power absorption 
! "QMEAS  Measured transformer reactive power absorption with instrument 
drift error corrected 
Q1EST  State-estimated transformer primary winding reactive power 
Q2EST  State-estimated transformer secondary winding reactive power 
!QEST  State-estimated transformer reactive power absorption 
!QCAL  Calibration factor for transformer reactive power absorption 
!QGIC  Transformer reactive power absorption attributed to GIC 
3.5.1.2 Measurement of GIC 
Hydro One GIC monitoring stations consist of a Hall Effect sensor located on 
the neutral to ground connection of the transformer’s wye windings [14].  The 
analog signals from these sensors are digitized and filtered to remove power 
frequency and higher frequency components.  Hence, this signal is expected 
to correspond to GIC only.  The most prevalent error in this signal is an offset 
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caused by calibration drift of the sensor’s DC offset.  This error can be 
corrected by calculating a calibration factor during a period where there is no 
GIC activity, as shown: 
 
 !IGICnMEAS = IGICnMEAS " IGICnMEAS  (12) 
 
Figure 3.9 shows measured neutral terminal GIC over the duration of the 
SMD event.  In all figures in this section the time axis is labelled in minutes 
from midnight May 13, 2005.   The data is presented for March 14th and 15th 
(minutes 0 to 2879). 
 
Figure 3.9: Measured Transformer Neutral Current with Error Corrected 
3.5.1.3 Calculation of Transformer Reactive Power Absorption 
Through the use of bus CVTs and transformer bushing CTs, the real and 
reactive power flows through each transformer are recorded.  In the case of 
Essa TS 18T4, since no load or reactive compensation is connected to the 
tertiary winding, the net transformer reactive power absorption is calculated 
as the difference between the reactive power flows in the primary and 
secondary terminals: 
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 !QMEAS =Q1MEAS "Q2MEAS  (16) 
 
Any possible measurement or calibration error in the measured quantities 
will also be seen in the calculated !QMEAS , and will need to be compensated 
for. 
 
The Hydro One EMS system also uses a state estimator [20, 21, 22]. When 
modelling the operation of a transformer the state estimator takes into 
account only the series winding reactance of the transformer, neglecting the 
core reactance.  By taking the difference between the estimated reactive 
power flows, the reactive power absorption due to the series element 
(calculated by the winding currents) can be determined as: 
 
 !QEST =Q1EST "Q2EST  (17) 
 
When no GIC is present, !QEST  and !QMEAS  should be equal except for the 
small amounts of reactive power absorbed by the unsaturated transformer 
magnetizing current.  So long as the terminal voltage of transformer remains 
constant, the magnitude of this current remains constant.  Also, if there is an 
error in the measured transformer reactive power levels, that error will 
contribute to the difference in these quantities.  A calibration error correction 
factor is taken during a period with no GIC present.  This gives an error 
corrected value: 
 
 ! "QMEAS = !QMEAS # !QCAL  (18) 
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Taking the calibration error correction into account, any difference between 
the estimated and measured reactive power levels is attributed to GIC: 
 
 !QGIC = ! "QMEAS # !QEST  (19) 
 
Figure 3.10 shows the error corrected reactive power absorption ! "QMEAS , the 
state estimated reactive power absorption !QEST , and the transformer neutral 
current !IGICMEAS .  A clear correlation between the magnitude of GIC and the 
difference between the measured and error-corrected transformer reactive 
power absorption is seen. 
3.5.1.4 Calculation of the Magnitude of GIC 
 
In this case the magnitude of GIC can be calculated using a ratio obtained 
from simulation work, since field testing of the transformer was not possible.  
In electromagnetic transient simulation, the ratio has been found to be: 
 
 
!QGIC
"IGICnMEAS
= 0.367  (20) 
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Figure 3.10: Transformer Reactive Power Absorption 
3.5.2 Results 
!QGIC  is calculated for each time sample using (20).  The absolute magnitude 
of GIC ( !IGICnMEAS ) is calculated employing (20).  This calculated value of GIC is 
shown along with the magnitude of the GIC level in Figure 3.11. The results 
seem to follow the shape however the magnitude of the predicted GIC is 
approximately 33% greater than the recorder data.  The calculation is based 
on the assumption that all GIC flows from the HV terminal to ground (the 
native slope), in this case there is likely additional flow out of the LV 
terminal that are affecting the results.  In order to allow an assessment of the 
correlation between the calculated GIC and observed GIC Figure 3.12 shows 
the calculated GIC multiplied by 0.75, a factor designed to accommodate for 
the GIC that flows out the LV terminal.  This factor was calculated based on 
the angle of the event and an analysis of the flow of GIC within the entire 
network using the simulator presented in Chapter 2.  This figure shows a 
good correlation between the predicted and observed values. 
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Figure 3.11: Magnitudes of Actual and Calculated GIC Levels 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.12: Magnitudes of actual and adjusted calculated GIC levels 
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Figure 3.13: Magnitudes of actual and adjusted calculated GIC levels, close up of 
1620 to 1680 minutes 
 
A close-up of the plot showing a smaller timeframe is shown in Figure 3.13.  
A good correlation is seen between the predicted and measured GIC. 
3.6 Conclusions 
This paper introduces a technique to estimate the flow of GIC in HV 
transformer based on its reactive power absorption that can be computed 
from available measurements of power flows at the terminals of the 
transformer.  While previous work [12] has, through simulation, noted a 
correlation between reactive power absorption and GIC, this paper not only 
defines that relationship, but proposes its application to measure GIC using 
existing infrastructure in place to measure reactive power. 
 
Reactive power flow is monitored in real time on most modern EMS/SCADA 
systems by the power system controlling authority.  Therefore, in principle, 
the GIC flows on every transformer in the system due to an SMD event can 
be determined in real time without additional GIC monitoring equipment and 
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without direct knowledge of the electric field or ground characteristics of the 
HV transmission network.  
 
This proposed technique is consistent with simulations carried out with 
commercially available EMTDC/PSCAD software. Field measurements 
retrieved from historical records of the May 2005 SMD event show a very 
good correlation between calculated GIC and measured values on a 
transformer with a dedicated GIC monitor.  This level of agreement is very 
encouraging considering the relatively low GIC currents measured during the 
event and the relatively low time resolution of historical records. 
 
While the example presented in this paper is for an autotransformer and is 
therefore complicated by the multiterminal flow of GIC, it should be noted 
that in the case of two winding transformers, there is only a single GIC flow 
path in each winding.  In this case the calculation of GIC is very simple.  
Even in the case of autotransformers the net DC flux is easily computed with 
the presented technique.  It is ultimately the net DC flux that causes 
undesired effects in the electrical grid. 
 
If the GIC flowing through every transformer are known, it is relatively 
simple to estimate the flows in transmission lines.  This would in turn allow 
the estimation of the induced electric field spatially as well as temporally.   
This information would be valuable in the validation and improvement of 
traditional field-based GIC estimation techniques. 
 
Validation of the proposed technique with measurements of a relatively mild 
SMD event could be considered as a good starting point. As more 
measurements become available during the maximum period of solar cycle 
24, it will be possible to obtain data from more SMD events to validate and/or 
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refine this technique for broader application outside the Hydro One HV 
transmission network.  
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Chapter 4 Laboratory Validation of the 
Relationship Between Saturating 
Current and Transformer Absorbed 
Reactive Power 
4.1 Introduction 
Geomagnetically induced currents are currents induced in large conductive 
networks, such as high voltage transmission lines, due the magnetic filed 
variations that occur during geomagnetic disturbances.  These currents have 
frequencies in the range of (1 to 10mHz) and for the purposes of the analysis 
of power frequency (50 or 60 Hz) networks; GIC can be treated as direct 
current [1-9]. 
 
Power transformers are designed to operate in their linear regions.  When 
low frequency currents such as GIC flow into the transformer windings the 
operating point is shifted partly into the saturated region.  This shift reduces 
the effective core impedance and causes a corresponding increase in the 
reactive power absorbed by the transformer core.  
 
The reactive power absorbed by a transformer in its core magnetization 
circuit increases if the transformer becomes saturated by a low frequency 
current [1].  It has been discovered that the relationship between saturating 
current and absorbed reactive power due to that current is linear and 
constant for a given transformer.  In this thesis, the abovementioned 
relationship is proposed as the basis of a technique for measuring 
geomagnetically induced current (GIC) through a transformer core.  Using 
the reactive power absorbed by existing transformers it is possible to, quickly 
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and at low cost, deploy a GIC monitoring network on an existing power 
system. This proposed GIC monitoring system will employ the infrastructure 
already in place to monitor power frequency voltage, current and power 
levels.  Provided adequate signals are monitored and telemetered to observe 
the reactive power absorbed in the transformers of interest, and adequate 
models of those transformers are available, the proposed method can be 
implemented exclusively on a software level, without requiring the 
deployment of specialized sensors. 
 
This chapter seeks to validate the relationship between GIC and reactive 
power absorbed by the transformer in a laboratory environment.  In Chapter 
3, the relationship was established using electromagnetic transient 
simulation software PSCAD/EMTDC, and was validated using observed data 
taken from a minor event on a Hydro One 500/230 kV autotransformer 
located in Barrie, Ontario, Canada.  In this chapter, laboratory experiments 
are conducted under various loading and saturating current conditions to 
illustrate and validate the above relationship.  While the lab transformer is 
not designed to be an analog to a practical power transformer, the general 
core characteristic will be the same, though the impedances will be different.  
It is expected that the lab transformer will show the same properties when 
saturated as a large power transformer. 
 
Section 4.2 presents the test circuit with a discussion of its design.  Results 
under various loads are shown in section 4.3.  Finally, Conclusions are 
presented in section 4.4. 
4.2 Test Circuit 
In this chapter, a two winding transformer is considered.  Since a power 
supply was not available that could inject both AC (at 60 Hz) and DC into the 
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transformer under study, it was necessary to utilize a two winding 
transformer to provide galvanic isolation between the AC and DC supplies. 
 
The test circuit, shown in Figure 4.1, consists of two identical antiparallel 
connected single-phase transformers (T1 and T2), of which T1 is the 
transformer of interest.  This transformer configuration was selected because 
the secondary voltage of one branch will be 180° out of phase with the other.  
This in combination with an equal load on both transformer secondary 
circuits, results in zero current in the neutral conductor.  The zero neutral 
current allows components to be inserted into the neutral conductor without 
affecting the circuit as it appears to 60 Hz AC.  A DC source is inserted in the 
neutral conductor to supply the saturating current.  Since each antiparallel 
branch is identical it is presumed that the DC current splits equally between 
the two transformers. If there is a slight unbalance in the two loads 
(indicated by Z) the unbalance current will also flow through the capacitor.  
 
Figure 4.1: Test Circuit 
 
The load Z consists of a resistance in parallel with a DC choke reactor, which 
consumes reactive power and will not saturate due to the injected DC 
current.  This type of reactor has an extremely high knee point so that it will 
not become saturated in the presence of the DC saturating current. 
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The transformer of interest is a 115V:25V, 37.5 VA power supply transformer 
model number 166K25 by Hammond Engineering.  The AC source is set to 
the rated voltage of the transformer.  Two loads with widely differing power 
factors are considered. These are 25+j10VA and 30+j26VA. 
 
The transformer real and reactive power (P1 and Q1, respectively) are 
measured at the primary terminals of the transformer T1.  P2 and Q2 are the 
real and reactive power, respectively, measured at the load terminals.  The 
DC saturating current (Idc) is utilized to simulate GIC and is measured at the 
DC source.  The DC saturating current (IGIC) in each transformer winding is 
taken to be ½ Idc. 
4.3 Results 
Studies are performed for two loads by varying the injected GIC and 
recording the power levels.  The results of these studies are compiled in Table 
4-1. The relationship between the reactive power absorbed by the 
transformer QtrGIC and the dc current simulating GIC IGIC is illustrated in 
Figure 4.2. The computation of QtrGIC is performed as per the following 
relationships, repeated from Chapter 3: 
 
 QtrGIC = Q1 !Q2( )! Q1 !Q2( ) IGIC=0  (1) 
 
The plot between GIC (IGIC) and transformer reactive power absorption due to 
GIC (QtrGIC)  is shown to be linear and almost the same for both loading 
conditions having widely different power factors.  The linear relationship is 
approximated by the solid line indicated in Figure 4.2. For the transformer 
studied a correlation between GIC (IGIC) and transformer reactive power 
absorption due to GIC (QtrGIC) is found (through linear regression) to be: 
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 QtrGIC =120(IGIC ! 0.01)  (2) 
 
 
Table 4-1: Experimental Results 
IDC	   IGIC	   P1	   Q1	   P2	   Q2	   Qtr	   QtrGIC	  
Load	  #1:	  25+j10VA	  –	  pf	  =	  0.93	  
0	   0	   38.9	   23.1	   25.9	   8.9	   14.2	   0.0	  
0.107	   0.0535	   39.3	   28.3	   26.4	   10.0	   18.3	   4.1	  
0.170	   0.085	   40.5	   32.6	   25.0	   9.3	   23.3	   9.1	  
0.221	   0.1105	   40.7	   35.7	   24.3	   9.6	   26.1	   11.9	  
0.275	   0.1375	   42.2	   39.7	   24.3	   9.9	   29.8	   15.6	  
0.319	   0.1595	   42.8	   42.6	   25.5	   10.1	   32.5	   18.3	  
0.363	   0.1815	   43.8	   45.5	   24.1	   10.2	   35.3	   21.1	  
0.427	   0.2135	   44.9	   50.0	   26.1	   10.6	   39.4	   25.2	  
0.47	   0.235	   45.9	   53.0	   25.8	   10.6	   42.4	   28.2	  
0.518	   0.259	   46.9	   56.2	   25.6	   10.6	   45.6	   31.4	  
Load	  #2:	  30+j26VA	  –	  pf	  =	  0.76	  
0	   0	   47.3	   43.5	   31.4	   26.5	   17.0	   0.0	  
0.083	   0.0415	   48.4	   47.0	   31.1	   26.3	   20.7	   3.7	  
0.150	   0.075	   48.4	   50.5	   31.0	   26.1	   24.4	   7.4	  
0.211	   0.1055	   50.7	   54.5	   30.5	   25.8	   28.7	   11.7	  
0.276	   0.138	   51.5	   57.8	   30.1	   25.5	   32.3	   15.3	  
0.316	   0.158	   51.8	   60.0	   29.9	   25.4	   34.6	   17.6	  
0.376	   0.188	   53.4	   63.3	   29.0	   25.0	   38.3	   21.3	  
0.418	   0.209	   54.4	   65.6	   29.0	   25.0	   40.6	   23.6	  
0.488	   0.244	   55.9	   69.0	   28.0	   24.0	   45.0	   28.0	  
0.537	   0.2685	   57.3	   71.4	   28.0	   24.0	   47.4	   30.4	  
0.593	   0.2965	   58.5	   74.0	   27.0	   24.0	   50.0	   33.0	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Figure 4.2: Transformer saturation under various loading conditions 
4.4 Conclusion 
For the studied transformer even when tested under diverse loading 
conditions, it is shown that the absorbed reactive power of a transformer is 
linearly proportional to the magnitude of the saturating current. This 
controlled laboratory test serves to affirm the work performed in Chapter 3, 
which was done in both electromagnetic transient simulation and verified 
using historic operating data from Hydro One. 
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Chapter 5 Modelling and Mitigation of 
Geomagnetically Induced Currents in a 
Realistic Power System Network 
5.1 Introduction 
During a solar magnetic disturbance that interacts with the earth, the 
electrojet increases in size and magnitude.  This current in the ionosphere, 
causes short term variations in the earth’s magnetic field, which in turn 
creates an electric field over the surface of the affected region of the planet.  
GIC typically affects systems at auroral latitudes (regions near the earth’s 
magnetic poles) and approximately follows the 11 year sunspot half cycle [1].  
GIC activity peaks during this 11 year half cycle [2-4].  While GIC events are 
more likely to occur during a peak, they are by no means limited to occurring 
at peak times. 
 
The main impact of GIC on electrical power systems is through the 
transmission transformers with grounded neutrals.  The GIC which is quasi 
DC causes the transformer core to saturate, which could potentially have 
detrimental effects on the transformer operation. 
 
The increased magnetizing current drawn by the GIC saturated transformer 
and the increased harmonic content of the magnetizing current results in 
substantially greater core losses in the transformer.  These core losses result 
in increased heating both in the transformer core and in other metallic 
components because of flux leakage.  This heating can severely reduce the 
lifespan of a transformer.  GIC induced transformer heating has been shown 
to cause the breakdown of transformer oil and insulation [5, 6].  During the 
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1989 geomagnetic storm that caused the Québec blackout a generator 
transformer at a nuclear station in New Jersey was destroyed due to 
overheating [8, 9].  In addition to the high cost of replacing the transformer, 
there was a significant lost revenue cost due to the time to install a 
replacement. 
 
A linear relationship between the level of saturating GIC and the reactive 
power absorbed by the transformer has been established in Chapters 3 and 4, 
and can be used to determine the level of GIC flowing in a given transformer. 
5.2 Modelling of Geomagnetically Induced Currents in 
Load Flow Studies 
Comprehensive modelling of the interaction between geomagnetically 
induced currents and power system components typically requires a transient 
simulation engine capable of handling DC currents.  Simulating realistic 
networks of even a few buses becomes computationally very intensive, and 
solutions are very slow, if they are attainable. 
 
This chapter proposes a technique to model the impacts of GIC in a load flow 
application.  With this technique established, this chapter explores the 
impact of GIC on a realistic system representing a portion of a larger high 
voltage transmission network.  A number of mitigation strategies are 
examined. 
5.2.1 Load Flow Model of a Saturated Transformer 
Load flow studies consider only fundamental frequency (60 Hz) operation of 
the power system.  The GIC levels must be calculated by a solver dedicated to 
them, such as the one presented in Chapter 2, which applies induced 
potentials on a model of the power network constructed based on the DC 
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resistance of the network components.  For the purposes of these studies, an 
assumption is made that the networks connected to the secondary terminals 
of the transformers do not contribute GIC.  Once the expected GIC levels are 
determined, the transformer reactive power absorption based on that level is 
determined by back calculating from the method presented in Chapter 3.  In 
these studies, all transformers considered are 750 MVA autotransformers 
taken from a segment of the 500kV transmission network of Hydro One.  The 
relationship between GIC and absorbed reactive power (due to GIC) is given 
in Figure 5.1.  The data in this figure are taken from an electromagnetic 
transient simulation of the transformer in question using EMTDC/PSCAD 
software [10]. 
 
 
Figure 5.1: Absorbed reactive power versus saturating GIC 
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Once the expected reactive power absorption of each transformer due to the 
imposed GIC is determined, this is modelled as a constant (for a given GIC 
level) impedance load on the primary terminals of the transformer, the size of 
which is determined by the imposed GIC. 
 
With this model it is possible to quickly determine the impact of GIC on the 
flow of power and bus voltages.  Variations in bus voltage will affect the 
reactive power absorbed by saturated transformers.  To allow for this the 
reactive power absorptions (calculated at 1 pu bus voltage) should be modeled 
as constant impedance loads. 
5.2.2 Harmonic Distortion 
The principal threat to electrical infrastructure during a GIC event is spot 
heating of the transformer core due to harmonic currents [5, 6].  Total 
Demand Distortion (TDD) is used in this chapter to represent the level or 
harmonic currents on each transformer.  TDD is indicative of the ratio of 
aggregated harmonic currents to rated fundamental current.  The use of 
Total Harmonic Distortion as a ratio with respect to actual fundamental 
current is deceiving if the transformer is lightly loaded, because it will over 
represent the level of harmonic currents present.  When working in terms of 
currents THD and TDD are defined as: 
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Hotspots caused by spot heating due to harmonic currents can degrade the 
insulation in a transformer and reduce its service life; in extreme cases spot 
heating may cause acute failure of the transformer [5, 6].  The extent to 
which harmonic currents cause spot heating, and the impact of that heating 
on transformer life vary depending on various factors including transformer 
construction and core type.  The transformer owner or manufacturer can set 
guidelines for acceptable TDD levels based on temperatures of key spots 
within the transformer as determined by either experimental or simulation 
studies.  Once limits have been established, these may be made known to 
system operators. The technique proposed in this chapter for mitigating the 
impact of GIC on transformer heating is predicated on the availability of 
above information with system operators.  
 
The harmonic currents generated in a transformer core saturated by GIC are 
caused by the operation of the transformer in the non-linear operating region 
above the kneepoint. Since the operating region of a transformer saturated by 
GIC depends on the magnitude of the saturating current, the level of TDD 
will be proportional to the level of saturating GIC.  EMTDC/PSCAD studies 
are performed to determine this relationship for the transformer used in 
these studies (detailed specifications are given in the Appendix), with the 
transformer loaded at its rated capacity.  The results are illustrated in Figure 
5.2.  
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Figure 5.2: TDD versus saturating GIC 
5.3 Study System 
The Hydro One transmission system operates at 500 kV, 230 kV, and 115 kV, 
with sub-transmission at lower voltages.  The 115 kV lines are typically not 
considered when modelling GIC as their contribution is assumed to be small 
because of their higher resistance.  This leaves the 500 and 230 kV networks 
to be considered, which consist of 375 stations, interconnected by nearly 500 
transmission circuits. 
 
The study system considered is a segment of a Hydro One 500 kV 
transmission network which is mapped in Figure 5.3.  The schematic is 
shown in Figure 5.4  Bus A is considered to be the slack bus for this radial 
network. Buses B1, B2, C, E and F each serve loads (modelled as a single PQ 
load on each bus).  Bus D connects to a large generator, equipped with an 
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Automatic Voltage Regulator (AVR) that maintains the secondary voltage of 
the transformers at that bus at 1.06pu, and consequently provides dynamic 
reactive power support to the network.  The slack bus A maintains a voltage 
of 1.05 pu. Full specifications for all lines and transformers are given in the 
appendix. 
5.4 Impact of GIC on the System 
Table 5-1 shows the load flow results for the study system described above.  
Psec and Qsec are the real and reactive power delivered to the load at each 
bus.  Vpri is the per-unit bus voltage on the primary side of the transformer.  
Imposed GIC is the transformer saturating current for each station 
calculated using the GIC solver in Chapter 2. Each transformer’s portion of 
this GIC is GIC per transf.  Expected TDD% and Qgic per transf are 
calculated using the EMTDC/PSCAD results described previously in section 
5.2.2 and 5.2.1, respectively.  Qgic is the aggregate reactive power absorption 
due to GIC for the station.  All scenarios shown are based on an event with a 
uniform electric field strength of 3 V/km in an eastward direction. 
 
The first system study shows the system response to the GIC event, with no 
corrective action taken.  As expected, the transformer stations at the east end 
of the line (E and F) carry the majority of the GIC, in excess of 50A in each 
transformer.  At station E the TDD due to transformer saturation exceeds 
10% and at station D, it approaches 10%.  Depending on the limits of the 
transformers in question these units may be considered in distress due to 
excessive harmonic spot heating.  Even if there is not a risk of eminent 
transformer failure due to spot heating, they will likely experience a 
decreased lifetime due to the damage caused to insulation.  
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Figure 5.3: Map of Study System 
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Figure 5.4: 500kV Study System 	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Table 5-1: Case Study Results 
All	  equipment	  in	  service	  
	  	   Base	  Case	  With	  no	  GIC	   With	  3V/km	  GIC	  
Psec	   Qsec	   Vpri	  (pu)	   Imposed	  GIC	   GIC	  per	  transf	   Expected	  TDD	  %	   Qgic	  per	  transf	   Qgic	   Psec	   Qsec	   Vpri	  (pu)	  
A	   303.47	   -­‐658.94	   1.05	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   300.36	   -­‐881.97	   1.05	  
B1	   430	   -­‐25	   1.044	   -­‐11.298	   -­‐11.298	   2.8	   12.6447216	   12.6447216	   430	   -­‐25	   1.0419	  
B2	   430	   -­‐25	   1.044	   -­‐11.298	   -­‐11.298	   2.8	   12.6447216	   12.6447216	   430	   -­‐25	   1.0419	  
C	   740	   760	   1.038	   0.5769	   0.144225	   0.09	   0.16141662	   0.64566648	   740	   760	   1.0336	  
D	   -­‐2600	   -­‐533.74	   1.0465	   42.75	   10.6875	   2.67	   11.96145	   47.8458	   -­‐2600	   -­‐798.91	   1.0382	  
E	   260	   75	   1.035	   198.12	   49.53	   10.3	   55.433976	   221.735904	   260	   75	   0.9937	  
F	   440	   -­‐75	   1.0389	   140.49	   46.83	   9.82	   52.412136	   157.236408	   440	   -­‐75	   0.9665	  
	  	  
Transformer	  Tripped	  at	  E	  
	  	   Base	  Case	  With	  no	  GIC	   With	  3V/km	  GIC	  
Psec	   Qsec	   Vpri	  (pu)	   Imposed	  GIC	   GIC	  per	  transf	   Expected	  TDD	  %	   Qgic	  per	  transf	   Qgic	   Psec	   Qsec	   Vpri	  (pu)	  
A	   303.5	   -­‐658.95	   1.05	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   300.43	   -­‐880.2	   1.05	  
B1	   430	   -­‐25	   1.044	   -­‐10.773	   -­‐10.773	   2.8	   12.0571416	   12.0571416	   430	   -­‐25	   1.0419	  
B2	   430	   -­‐25	   1.044	   -­‐10.773	   -­‐10.773	   2.8	   12.0571416	   12.0571416	   430	   -­‐25	   1.0419	  
C	   740	   760	   1.038	   1.7043	   0.426075	   0.27	   0.47686314	   1.90745256	   740	   760	   1.0336	  
D	   -­‐2600	   -­‐533.74	   1.0465	   47.82	   11.955	   3.04	   13.380036	   53.520144	   -­‐2600	   -­‐796.99	   1.0382	  
E	   260	   75	   1.035	   185.79	   61.93	   12.12	   69.312056	   207.936168	   260	   75	   0.9946	  
F	   440	   -­‐75	   1.0389	   144.39	   48.13	   9.98	   53.867096	   161.601288	   440	   -­‐75	   0.9699	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Table 5-1: Case Study Results (continued) 
Transformer	  Tripped	  at	  F	  
	  	   Base	  Case	  With	  no	  GIC	   With	  3V/km	  GIC	  
Psec	   Qsec	   Vpri	  (pu)	   Imposed	  GIC	   GIC	  per	  transf	   Expected	  TDD	  %	   Qgic	  per	  transf	   Qgic	   Psec	   Qsec	   Vpri	  (pu)	  
A	   303.53	   658.96	   1.05	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   300.2	   -­‐884.06	   1.05	  
B1	   430	   -­‐25	   1.044	   -­‐11.277	   -­‐11.277	   2.8	   12.6212184	   12.6212184	   430	   -­‐25	   1.0419	  
B2	   430	   -­‐25	   1.044	   -­‐11.277	   -­‐11.277	   2.8	   12.6212184	   12.6212184	   430	   -­‐25	   1.0419	  
C	   740	   760	   1.038	   0.6234	   0.15585	   0.09	   0.17442732	   0.69770928	   740	   760	   1.0336	  
D	   -­‐2600	   533.74	   1.0465	   42.96	   10.74	   2.67	   12.020208	   48.080832	   -­‐2600	   -­‐801.69	   1.0381	  
E	   260	   75	   1.035	   199.05	   49.7625	   10.3	   55.69419	   222.77676	   260	   75	   0.9932	  
F	   440	   -­‐75	   1.0389	   139.2	   69.6	   13.19	   77.89632	   155.79264	   440	   -­‐75	   0.9655	  
	  	  
Transformer	  Tripped	  at	  E	  and	  F	  
	  	   Base	  Case	  With	  no	  GIC	   With	  3V/km	  GIC	  
Psec	   Qsec	   Vpri	  (pu)	   Imposed	  GIC	   GIC	  per	  transf	   Expected	  TDD	  %	   Qgic	  per	  transf	   Qgic	   Psec	   Qsec	   Vpri	  (pu)	  
A	   303.52	   -­‐661.15	   1.05	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   300.36	   -­‐882.66	   1.05	  
B1	   430	   -­‐25	   1.044	   -­‐10.749	   -­‐10.749	   2.8	   12.0302808	   12.0302808	   430	   -­‐25	   1.0419	  
B2	   430	   -­‐25	   1.044	   -­‐10.749	   -­‐10.749	   2.8	   12.0302808	   12.0302808	   430	   -­‐25	   10.419	  
C	   740	   760	   1.038	   1.7607	   0.440175	   0.27	   0.49264386	   1.97057544	   740	   760	   1.0336	  
D	   -­‐2600	   -­‐536.63	   1.0464	   48.06	   12.015	   3.04	   13.447188	   53.788752	   -­‐2600	   -­‐800.26	   1.0381	  
E	   260	   75	   1.0345	   186.72	   62.24	   12.12	   69.659008	   208.977024	   260	   75	   0.994	  
F	   440	   -­‐75	   1.0346	   143.07	   71.535	   13.47	   80.061972	   160.123944	   440	   -­‐75	   0.9655	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Table 5-1: Case Study Results (continued) 
2	  lines	  tripped	  (A	  to	  E)	  
	  	   Base	  Case	  With	  no	  GIC	   With	  3V/km	  GIC	  
Psec	   Qsec	   Vpri	  (pu)	   Imposed	  GIC	   GIC	  per	  transf	   Expected	  TDD	  %	   Qgic	  per	  transf	   Qgic	   Psec	   Qsec	   Vpri	  (pu)	  
A	   266.77	   679.47	   1.05	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   267.2	   -­‐583.61	   1.05	  
B1	   430	   -­‐25	   1.0383	   7.77	   7.77	   2.03	   8.696184	   8.696184	   430	   -­‐25	   1.0401	  
B2	   430	   -­‐25	   1.0383	   7.77	   7.77	   2.03	   8.696184	   8.696184	   430	   -­‐25	   1.0365	  
C	   740	   760	   1.0247	   18.669	   4.66725	   1.07	   5.2235862	   20.8943448	   740	   760	   1.0285	  
D	   -­‐2600	   645.82	   1.0429	   -­‐1.7148	   -­‐0.4287	   0.09	   0.47980104	   1.91920416	   -­‐2600	   -­‐446.97	   1.0491	  
E	   260	   75	   1.0157	   71.67	   17.9175	   4.42	   20.053266	   80.213064	   260	   75	   1.0636	  
F	   440	   -­‐75	   1.0195	   118.86	   39.62	   8.64	   44.342704	   133.028112	   440	   -­‐75	   1.0938	  
	  
Qgic	  Values	  are	  assumed	  for	  bus	  voltages	  of	  1pu,	  in	  simulations	  these	  are	  treated	  as	  constant	  impedance	  loads.	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It is also of note that the increased reactive power absorption due to GIC 
causes the voltages at the unregulated buses to drop.  This is of particular 
concern at bus F, where the voltage drops just below 0.97 pu.  On it own this 
may not be a cause for concern, however if the event were to grow in severity 
as it progresses, or were the system to suffer a loss of VAr support, there is a 
risk that under voltage limits could be violated.   Low bus voltages may 
potentially lead to stability problems within the system and should be 
managed carefully.  It may be necessary to bring additional VAr support 
online at buses E or F.  This will help improve the network’s voltage profile.  
Capacitors banks may be helpful in providing voltage support, however, if 
grounded, they may be vulnerable to overcurrent tripping due to the high 
frequency harmonics generated by the transformers saturated by GIC. 
 
Mitigating action to protect the system is advisable, especially if the event is 
expected to increase in severity. 
5.5 Transformer Protection 
When a transformer is at risk of damage, due to overheating or other factors, 
conventional protection wisdom would dictate that the transformer should be 
removed from service to protect the asset.  Three system studies where 
transformer are removed from service are presented in the second, third and 
fourth blocks of Table 5-1. 
 
The second system study considers the pre-emptive tripping of one of the 
transformers at station E, the station where the transformers are in the most 
distress.  As seen in the net GIC levels in each station (Imposed GIC), 
removing a transformer from service has little impact.  However, the GIC 
flow through that station is now shared across the windings of three instead 
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of four transformers.  The increased GIC in each transformer increases the 
TDD generated by the saturated cores and places the transformers deeper 
into distress.  This course of action could lead to a cascading need for action 
being taken on all transformers in the station. 
 
The third system study shows a transformer tripping at station F, with 
similar results to the transformer tripping at station E.  In the case of this 
station, the impact of the tripping is greater due to there being few 
transformers at the station.  As in the last system study the transformers 
remaining in service are in greater distress due to harmonic spot heating 
than in the case with all transformers in service. 
 
The fourth system study illustrates a trip of a transformer at station E and a 
transformer at station F.  In this case the impact of both of the previous 
discussed system studies are seen at the same time.  While taking distressed 
transformers out of service during a GIC event will protect those individual 
transformers, it does so at the cost of the equipment left in service. 
5.6 System Protection by Line Tripping 
GICs are induced in the system in the transmission lines.  Furthermore, the 
typical DC resistance of a transmission line is an order of magnitude or more 
greater than the resistance of transformer windings.  Knowing this, it can be 
concluded that the best way to influence GIC levels is to remove transmission 
lines from service. 
 
The fifth system study presented in Table 1, shows a case where two of the 
four transmission lines connecting stations A to E are removed from service.  
This operating action results in severe reductions in the GIC levels seen at 
the vulnerable stations E and F.  At station E, the most affected station in 
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the base case, the GIC per transformer drops from 49.53 to 17.92 A.  This 
results in a drop in the TDD level to less than 4.5%.  Station F sees a lower 
reduction from 46.83 to 39.62 A and a reduction in TDD to 8.64%.  It is 
however of note that no mitigation was taken on the line into station F. 
 
The system voltage profile sees a marked improvement by removing lines 
from service; none of the bus voltages fall below 1 per unit.  With the reduced 
TDD from the transformers the risk of capacitor bank tripping is diminished 
and there is a better chance of the system surviving the event. 
5.6.1 Impact of Line Tripping on Power Flow 
When removing lines from service, there is a risk that the lines remaining in 
service will not be able to handle the power flow.  In the scenario shown, the 
most heavily loaded line is the segment connecting the generator at Bus D to 
bus C.  With only two (of four) lines in service, each line caries 960 MVA, 
which is close to the rated capacity of approximately 1000 MVA.  Care must 
be taken to ensure that the line capacity is not exceeded. 
 
If it is necessary the ten-hour overload capacity of the line can be used.  If the 
GIC persists past ten hours, careful switching operations can bring one of the 
lines previously removed from service back online to replace a line reaching 
the end of its allowable time for overloaded operation.  It may also be 
advisable to redistribute generation to reduce the power flow in line groups 
where lines have been tripped out to reduce GIC in the system.  The load 
shedding option may also be considered as a final resort to avoid overloading 
of lines. 
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5.7 Conclusions 
 
This Chapter presents a detailed analysis of the impact of GIC in a realistic 
network configured from the actual 500kV transmission network of Hydro 
One. Different cases of impact of GIC and corresponding mitigating measures 
are examined. As shown in the case studies presented, with an improved 
visibility of GIC within the system, system operation can make better 
informed decisions on how to act during a GIC event.  This improved decision 
making ability can only serve to improve the system’s ability to manage a 
GIC event. 
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Appendix 
Transformer Specifications: 
Transformer MVA: 750 MVA 
Primary Voltage: 500 kV 
Secondary Voltage: 230 kV 
Leakage Reactance: 0.10 pu 
Magnetizing reactance: 0.40 % 
Air Core Reactance 0.20 pu 
Knee Voltage: 1.10 pu 
Transmission Line Impedances: 
	   X	   R	  
A	  to	  B1	   0.028	   0.003	  
A	  to	  B2	   0.028	   0.003	  
B1	  to	  C	   0.039	   0.004	  
B2	  to	  C	   0.039	   0.004	  
A	  to	  C	   0.066	   0.007	  
C	  to	  D	   0.066	   0.007	  
D	  to	  E	   0.261	   0.027	  
E	  to	  F	   0.273	   0.028	  
All values are per-unit on a base of 750 MVA and 500 kV.  Where a group 
consists of multiple parallel lines the given specifications are used for each 
line. 
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Chapter 6 Determination of the Frequency 
Spectrum of the Magnetization 
Current of a Saturated Transformer  
6.1 Introduction 
When a transformer becomes saturated harmonic currents are generated due 
to the non-linear behaviour of the transformer magnetizing reactance.  When 
that saturating current is a low frequency oscillating current, such as, a 
geomagnetically induced current [1-4] or the post fault behaviour of some 
FACTS devices [5], the currents generated by the saturated transformer fall 
not only on the harmonics of the system fundamental frequency but also on 
the sidebands of those harmonic frequencies.  The ability to predict these 
sideband frequencies is necessary since they may excite resonances within 
the network. If any of the several frequencies coincides with the network 
resonant frequencies there may be undesirable amplification of this 
frequency component. This may potentially result in faulty operation of 
FACTS controllers or relays. In the case of interactions with FACTS devices 
it may be necessary to design filters to reject frequencies generated by 
saturated transformers at the voltage or current measurement inputs in 
order to avoid undesired operation [6]. 
 
In this chapter a technique is presented to predict not only the frequencies 
but the magnitudes of the harmonics generated.  This is done by performing 
an accurate polynomial regression of the transformers B-H curve and a 
Fourier analysis of the resulting function.  Section 6.2 describes the 
transformer saturation model, while section 6.3 presents the proposed 
technique for determination of the frequency spectrum of a saturated 
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transformer. The technique is validated in section 6.4 for a test study system. 
In section 6.5, the results from a Hydro Quebec system [5] are correlated with 
those predicted from the proposed technique. Section 6.6 extends the 
proposed technique to predict both magnitudes and frequencies.  This 
extended technique is tested in section 6.7.  Finally, section 6.8 concludes the 
paper. 
6.2 System Model 
The saturation characteristics of the transformer are central to the study of 
the impacts of GIC on transformer operation.  The typical B-H curve of an 
iron-core transformer is shown in Figure 6.1. This can be approximated by a 
linearized B-H characteristic depicted in Figure 6.2. This saturation 
characteristic is defined in terms of the asymptotes that shape the final 
curve. The unsaturated magnetizing impedance (Xm) defines the slope in the 
unsaturated region.  The slope of the saturated region represents the air core 
reactance (Xaircore). The intercept of this slope’s asymptote with the y-axis 
provides the knee voltage (Vknee) [7]. The classical equivalent circuit of a 
transformer modified with a saturating current source that injects saturating 
current following the B-H property of Figure 6.2 is depicted in Figure 6.3. 
 
The non-linearity of the B-H curve causes a non-linear current draw resulting 
in harmonic injection by the transformer. 
6.3 Proposed Technique for Prediction of Frequencies Only 
This technique is presented for predicting the spectrum of frequencies which 
could be emanated by a transformer when saturated by an oscillating current 
of another frequency. This technique does not predict the magnitudes of the 
various harmonic components.  
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Figure 6.1: Typical B-H Curve 
 
            
         
Figure 6.2: Simplified B-H curve  
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Figure 6.3: Transformer model with saturation incorporated 
 
In a typical transformer, the saturated reactance is orders of magnitude 
smaller that the unsaturated reactance. For instance, a typical EHV 
transformer saturated reactance (Xm) may be 250 p.u. whereas the saturated 
reactance (Xaircore) may be 0.2 p.u. The actual slopes of the B-H curve may be 
replaced with arbitrary slopes k and l, since this technique in its present form 
focuses only on the prediction of frequencies (not magnitudes) of the 
harmonics generated. With the above approximations, a simplified general B-
H function is obtained as below:   
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This derives a generalized B-H curve that should be applicable to any 
transformer.  A curve fitting technique is now employed to approximate the 
generalized B-H curve. Different order polynomial functions are considered to 
obtain the closest fit, and desired resolution. The third, fifth and seventh, and 
ninth order odd polynomial approximations of the B-H curve are illustrated 
in Figures 6.4, 6.5, 6.6 and 6.7, respectively. 
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Figure 6.4: Simplified B-H curve with 3rd order polynomial approximation 
 
 
Figure 6.5: Simplified B-H curve with 5th order polynomial approximation 
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Figure 6.6: Simplified B-H curve with 7th order polynomial approximation 
 
 
Figure 6.7: Simplified B-H curve with 9th order polynomial approximation 
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The degree of the approximating polynomial chosen will determine the 
number of frequencies obtained in the solution, the highest harmonic 
represented by the solution being the degree of the approximation used.  The 
accuracy in terms of magnitude is not relevant here since this technique does 
not predict the magnitude of the harmonics.  If the magnitude were to be 
considered, the knee point, saturated, unsaturated reactances and the 
expected operating range of the transformer would be important to 
determining the polynomial approximation. 
 
For this example, the 5th order polynomial approximation, shown in (2), is 
used to represent the B-H curve of a given transformer.  If more frequency 
resolution is desired, a higher order approximation may be selected.  The 
input function, expressed in (3), is the sum of the power frequency (ω1) 
component and a modulating frequency (ω2) saturating function (typically 
having a low frequency). 
 
 f (x) ! Ax + Bx3 +Cx5  (2) 
 x = Xe j!1t +Ye j!2t = a + b  (3) 
 
Substituting for x in (2) results in: 
 
 
f (x) = Aa + Ab + Ba3 + 3Ba2b + 3Bab2 + Bb3 +
Ca5 + 5Ca4b +10Ca3b2 +10Ca2b3 + 5Cab4 +Cb5
 (4) 
 
When further expanded (substituting for a and b), this equation yields the 
frequencies shown in Table 6-1: 
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Table 6-1: Frequencies present in the general solution for a fifth order 
approximation 
Band	   Frequencies	  
Sub-­‐harmonic	   ω2,	  3ω2,	  5ω2	  
1st	  Harmonic	   ω1-­‐4ω2,	  ω1-­‐2ω2,	  ω1,	  ω1+2ω2,	  ω1+4ω2	  
2nd	  Harmonic	   2ω1-­‐3ω2,	  2ω1-­‐ω2,	  2ω1+ω2,	  2ω1+3ω2	  
3rd	  Harmonic	   3ω1-­‐2ω2,	  3ω1,	  3ω1+2ω2	  
4th	  Harmonic	   4ω1-­‐ω2,	  4ω1+ω2	  
5th	  Harmonic	   5ω1	  
 
As observed from above, for a polynomial approximation of degree N, the 
number of sidebands (h) of any harmonic (n) is given by: 
 
 h =1+ N ! n ,  n =1, 2…N (5) 
 
Further, the odd harmonics have even multiples of modulating frequency as 
sidebands, whereas even harmonics have odd multiples of modulating 
frequency as sidebands. 
6.4 Case Study I 
6.4.1 Study System 
The study system is shown Figure 6.8.  The transformer of interest is a three-
phase bank that consists of three independent single-phase 
autotransformers. This transformer type is selected because these are most 
vulnerable to saturation by zero sequence currents [8].  The transformer of 
interest is supplied from the grid, which is represented by an ideal voltage 
source behind a delta connected ideal transformer. This delta connected 
transformer serves to block DC currents from either side.  A DC current 
source injects current in each primary phase to simulate the GIC. The low 
voltage side of the transformer of interest supplies a constant power load of 
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100 MW which is its rated capacity.  This load is isolated from the flow of low 
frequency current again with a delta connected ideal transformer.  Detailed 
transformer specifications are provided in the Appendix. EMTDC/PSCAD 
software [9] is utilized to simulate the entire system. 
 
 
Figure 6.8: Single-phase transformer study system 
6.4.2 Analysis 
 
Figure 6.9 shows the resultant draw of the autotransformer studied when 
exposed to a GIC with a magnitude of 100 A (peak) and a frequency of 3 Hz. 
 
The transformer real power Ptrans, reactive power Qtrans, phase a current Ia, 
ground current Ig, transformer flux, load real power Pload, and load reactive 
power Qload are depicted in Fig. 6.9. Each of these signals is superimposed 
with a spectrum of frequency components, except the load real and reactive 
power signals, which are constant. Although 3 Hz is much higher that the 
frequency of naturally occurring GIC, this value is selected to ensure that the 
modulation effects of the GIC signal are sufficiently distinct from the 
harmonics generated by transformer saturation to be easily identified.   
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Figure 6.9: Transformer with 100A oscillating (3Hz) saturating current per phase 
Time	  (s)	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Figure 6.10 illustrates the spectral analysis (by FFT with 1 Hz resolution) of 
the transformer phase current (on the high voltage terminal of phase A).  In 
addition to the expected 3 Hz GIC and the 60 Hz AC fundamental, significant 
even harmonic modulation is seen around the 60 Hz fundamental.  The 2nd 
harmonic of the AC signal sees significant odd harmonic modulation (111, 
117, 123, 129 Hz).  The 4th harmonic of the AC (60 Hz) current sees some odd 
harmonic modulation (231*, 237, 243, 249* Hz).  The 5th harmonic of the AC 
(60 Hz) current sees finite even harmonic modulation (288*, 294*, 300, 306*, 
312* Hz). All the frequency components around the fundamental, second, 
fourth and fifth harmonic frequencies are predicted by the proposed 
technique. The asterisk (*) marked frequencies are not predicted by the 
model as the approximating polynomial is only of 5th order. A higher order 
polynomial approximation would have yielded the remaining harmonics.  
 
It is seen in Figure 6.11 that the transformer neutral caries the triplen (3rd 
and 6th) harmonics of the AC current (60 Hz).  These are blocked by the 
delta-delta isolation transformer and therefore flow into the transformer of 
interest only through the neutral.  The third harmonic has significant even 
harmonic modulation (168, 174, 180, 186, 192 Hz etc.).  The sixth harmonic 
sees odd harmonic modulation (351, 357, 363, 369 Hz).  
 
Table 6-2, summarizes the results for both the neutral and phase currents.  
The predicted results, using the 5th and 9th order approximations are shown 
for comparison.  Those frequencies marked with an asterisk (*) are present in 
the observed data but not predicted by the 5th order approximation, this is a 
limitation of lower order approximations.  Those frequencies marked with a 
dagger (†) are predicted by the 9th order approximations but do not appear in 
the results at detectable levels, this extraneous data is a limitation of a 
higher order approximation. 
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Figure 6.10: Spectral analysis of Transformer Phase A Current 
 
 
Figure 6.11: Spectral analysis of Transformer Neutral Current 
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Table 6-2: Harmonic currents generated by the test transformer  
Band	  
Frequencies	  
Observed	  Results	   Predicted	  by	  5th	  Order	   Predicted	  by	  9th	  Order	  
Sub-­‐harmonic	   3,	  9,	  15	  Hz	   3,	  9,	  15	  Hz	   3,	  9,	  15,	  21†,	  27†	  Hz	  
1st	  Harmonic	  
(60Hz)	  
48,	  54,	  60,	  66,	  
72	  Hz	   48,	  54,	  60,	  66,	  72	  Hz	  
36†,	  42†,	  48,	  54,	  60,	  66,	  
72,	  78†,	  84†	  Hz	  
2nd	  Harmonic	  
(120Hz)	  
111,	  117,	  123,	  
129	  Hz	   111,	  117,	  123,	  129	  Hz	  
99†,	  105†,	  111,	  117,	  
123,	  129,	  135†,	  141†	  Hz	  
3rd	  Harmonic	  
(180	  Hz)	  
168*,	  174,	  180,	  
186,	  192*	  Hz	   174,	  180,	  186	  Hz	  
162†,	  168,	  174,	  180,	  
186,	  192,	  198†	  Hz	  
4th	  Harmonic	  
(240Hz)	  
231*,	  237,	  243,	  
249*	  Hz	   237,	  243	  Hz	  
225†,	  231,	  237,	  243,	  
249,	  255†	  Hz	  
5th	  Harmonic	  
(300Hz)	  
288*,	  294*,	  300,	  
306*,	  312*	  Hz	   300	  Hz	  
288,	  294,	  300,	  306,	  
312	  Hz	  
	   	   	   	  
Despite the limitations described above, this technique is able to reasonably 
well predict the frequencies generated. 
6.5 Case Study II 
6.5.1 Study System 
In the early 1990s, Hydro Québec implemented an extensive network of 33 
series compensators on their 735 kV transmission system.  Included in this 
network were eleven Static VAr Compensators with capacities of +300/-110 
MVAr each, installed at 6 substations [5]. 
 
In fault studies of the system, shown in section 4 of [5], the following results 
are obtained. With series compensation in place (creating the post fault 
resonance at 11 Hz), instead of the harmonic current injections from a 
saturated transformer at odd and even harmonics of the system fundamental 
frequency, side bands around those harmonics are seen, as shown in Figure 
6.12. 
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Figure 6.12: Spectrum of transformer magnetizing current at fault clearing 
without series compensation (top) and with series compensation (bottom), from [5] 
6.5.2 Analysis 
Using the 5th order analysis described in this paper, current injections are 
expected at the frequencies shown in Table 6-3.  All the frequencies predicted 
by the proposed technique (except marked by asterisk) are found to be 
present in the actual waveforms measured in  the Hydro Quebec system. It 
could perhaps be that these frequencies are likely present, but fall at a level 
below the detection threshold used by the original authors. 
 
Table 6-3: Frequencies present in the solution for a fifth order approximation for 
the Hydro-Québec series compensator  
Band	   Frequencies	  
Sub-­‐harmonic	   11,	  33*,	  55*	  Hz	  
1st	  Harmonic	   16*,	  38,	  60,	  82,	  104*	  Hz	  
2nd	  Harmonic	   87*,	  109,	  131,	  153*	  Hz	  
3rd	  Harmonic	   158,	  180,	  202	  Hz	  
4th	  Harmonic	   229,	  251	  Hz	  
5th	  Harmonic	   300*	  Hz	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6.6 Extension of Technique to Predict Both Magnitudes and 
Frequencies 
In order to predict the magnitudes of frequencies generated by a saturated 
transformer, a detailed knowledge of both the expected operating conditions 
of the transformer (magnitudes of both power frequency and saturating 
voltage) and the magnetization characteristic of the transformer are needed.  
Figure 6.13 shows the magnetization characteristic of a transformer 
represented in terms of power frequency voltage and current.  The 
relationship between current (i) and voltage (v) is given by (6). 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.13: V-I magnetization characteristic of a transformer 
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In order to use (6) for frequencies other that the power frequency (f0), it is 
necessary to calculate an equivalent magnitude ( !vsat ) of the saturating 
voltage ( vsat ) to account for the increased susceptibility of the transformer 
core to saturation by lower frequencies [10]: 
 
 v 'sat = vsat
f0
fsat
 (7) 
 
The polynomial approximation of the i-v characteristic of the transformer is 
taken over the expected operating voltage range (peak to peak of the 
combined power frequency (v0) voltage and saturating (vsat) voltages).  The 
time varying voltages are substituted into the polynomial, which is simplified 
and the Fourier transform taken to give the expected spectrum. 
 
The case study below shows the technique using a fifth order polynomial 
approximation for a transformer (specified in the Appendix) operating at v0 = 
1.4pu with no saturating function (vsat = 0).  While this example is 
oversimplified, it serves to illustrate the technique. 
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6.6.1 Case Study III 
A fifth order polynomial approximation is selected for the purposes of this 
illustration.  A fifth order approximation will only predict the fundamental, 
3rd and 5th harmonic.  A significant degree of error will be attributable to the 
low degree of the approximation.  However, the principles developed can be 
extended to a higher degree of polynomial and to multi-frequency scenarios 
 
The fifth order polynomial approximation of (6) using the values given in the 
appendix is taken over the range: 
 
 !1.4 2 " v "1.4 2  (8) 
 
This approximation is: 
 
 i = 0.1719v5 ! 0.4298v3 + 0.2002v  (9) 
 
Substituting in the exciting voltage gives: 
 
i = 0.1719 1.4 2 cos 2!60t( )( )5 ! 0.4298 1.4 2 cos 2!60t( )( )3 + 0.2002 1.4 2 cos 2!60t( )( )
= 0.1719 1.4( )5 2 5 10cos 2!60t( )+ 5cos 3" 2!60t( )+ cos 5" 2!60t( )16
!0.4298 1.4( )3 2 3 3cos 2!60t( )+ cos 3" 2!60t( )4 + 0.2002 1.4( ) 2 cos 2!60t( )
=1.1632cos 2!60t( )+ 0.8004cos 3" 2!60t( )+ 0.3269cos 5" 2!60t( )
(10) 
 
Taking the Fourier transform of the above functions gives: 
 
I(! ) =1.1632" ! ! 2#60( )+ 0.8004! " ! 3" 2#60( )+ 0.3269! " ! 5" 2#60( )  (11) 
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Taking a fast Fourier transform (FFT) of the current signal calculated using 
the original piecewise linear BH function gives a point for comparison.  This 
same technique is repeated with 15th degree polynomial approximation, for 
which only the results are shown in Table 6-4.  An electromagnetic transient 
analysis of a similar transformer is also shown as a reference. 
 
Table 6-4: Results of approximation of frequency and magnitude 
f	  
Electromagnetic	  
Transient	  
Simulation	  
Original	  
Function	  
5th	  Order	  
Approximation	  
15th	  Order	  
Approximation	  
60	   0.9546	   1.1417	   1.1632	   1.1451	  
180	   0.6616	   0.7754	   0.8004	   0.7789	  
300	   0.2835	   0.3000	   0.3269	   0.3035	  
420	   0.0654	   0.0205	   -­‐-­‐-­‐	   0.0168	  
540	   0.0786	   0.0937	   -­‐-­‐-­‐	   0.0896	  
 
As expected the higher order approximation yields a more accurate result.  
However, the 5th order approximation still yields a result within 2.5% 
(0.025pu) on all frequencies. 
 
Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) is a more comprehensive indicator of the 
accuracy of an approximation than comparing individual harmonics 
piecemeal and is therefore computed for the next study.  Table 6-5 shows the 
THD for the previously described study system calculated based on the actual 
results as well as using approximations varying from the 5th to the 21st order.  
Total Demand Distortion (TDD) may not be used since the capacity is not 
defined with the model used. 
 
Increased accuracy, as well as greater frequency content of the solution is 
seen as the degree of the approximation increases.  This occurs, however, at 
the cost of computational intensiveness. 
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Table 6-5: Calculated THD using various order approximations 
	   THD	  
Original	  Function	   0.5396	  
5th	  Order	  Approximation	   0.5681	  
7th	  Order	  Approximation	   0.5917	  
9th	  Order	  Approximation	   0.5412	  
11th	  Order	  Approximation	   0.5232	  
13th	  Order	  Approximation	   0.5321	  
15th	  Order	  Approximation	   0.5447	  
17th	  Order	  Approximation	   0.5445	  
19th	  Order	  Approximation	   0.5387	  
21st	  Order	  Approximation	   0.5370	  
6.6.2 DC Saturating Function 
Where the saturating function is either DC or of such a low frequency that it 
may be considered DC, the previously described method does not work 
because (7) is indeterminate.  In this case, it is necessary to use an equivalent 
vsat based on the flux in the transformer core due to the DC saturating 
current.  Once this offset in flux is established, it is added to the upper and 
lower bands of the power frequency operating voltage in order to create an 
offset operating range for the transformer.  The method previously described 
is repeated over the offset operating region.   Table 6-6, shows the results of a 
5th and 15th order regression for a sinusoid with v0 = 1.0 pu and vsat = 0.25. 
 
Table 6-6: Magnitude results of approximation of frequency and magnitude 
f	  
Magnitude	  
Original	  
Function	  
5th	  Order	  
Approximation	  
15th	  Order	  
Approximation	  
60	   0.0933	   0.0766	   0.0942	  
180	   0.0770	   0.0590	   0.0780	  
300	   0.0586	   0.0370	   0.0596	  
420	   0.0370	   -­‐-­‐-­‐	   0.0381	  
540	   0.0171	   -­‐-­‐-­‐	   0.0138	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As was the case with an oscillatory saturating function, when a DC 
saturating function is used, the technique yields a good correlation, and 
accuracy improves as a higher degree of approximation is used. 
6.7 Application of the Proposed Technique for Determining 
Both Frequency and Magnitude 
The technique for predicting the magnitudes and frequencies generated by a 
saturated transformer is examined in the case of the transformer specified in 
the Appendix exposed to a power frequency voltage (v0) of 1.0 pu plus a 
saturating voltage (vsat) of 0.01pu at frequency (fsat) of 3 Hz.  The effective 
saturating voltage is 0.2 pu according to (7). 
 
Six cases are considered. The frequency spectrum for the base case with a 
transformer exactly as specified is shown in Figure 6.14.  Frequency spectra 
for transformers with two alternative magnetizing reactances (xm) of 500 pu 
and 100 pu) are displayed in Figures 6.15 and 6.16, respectively. Frequency 
spectra for transformer with two variations in air core reactance (xaircore) of 
0.5 pu and 0.1 pu are presented in figure 6.17 and 6.18. Finally the effect of 
an elevated knee point (vknee) of 1.25 pu on the frequency spectrum is depicted 
in figure 6.19. 
 
All of the presented results (Figures 6.14 to 6.19) show an excellent 
correlation between the original function and the 15th order polynomial 
approximation.  The 15th order approximation is selected to show sufficient 
detail in the sidebands around the higher harmonics of 60 Hz. 
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Figure 6.14: Frequency spectrum for 
normal operating conditions 
 
Figure 6.15: Frequency spectrum with 
increased magnetizing reactance of 
500 pu 
 
 
Figure 6.16: Frequency spectrum with 
reduced magnetizing reactance of 100 
pu 
 
 
Figure 6.17: Frequency spectrum with 
increased saturated reactance of 0.5 
pu 
 
Figure 6.18: Frequency spectrum with 
reduced saturated reactance of 0.1 pu 
 
Figure 6.19: Frequency spectrum with 
increased knee point of 1.25 pu 
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Of interest is the effect of manipulating the transformer characteristics on 
the magnitude and harmonic distortion of the magnetizing current.  
Decreasing the magnetizing reactance serves to increase the point at which 
the transformer transitions to the saturated regions, see (6).  This will cause 
the transformer to show less saturation for the same saturating function.  
Reducing the saturated reactance has the expected effect of increasing the 
magnetizing current and harmonics when saturated.  Finally the case with 
the elevated knee point shows no signs of saturation since the new vknee = 1.25 
pu is greater than the voltage peak of 1.2 pu. 
6.8 Conclusion 
A simple technique is proposed to predict the spectrum of frequencies 
generated by a transformer due to its saturation by the injection of an 
oscillating current. This technique can be applied even without the detailed 
knowledge of the B-H characteristic of the transformer.  
 
This technique is further extended to provide detailed estimations of the 
magnitudes of the frequencies generated.  This may be useful in applications 
where electromagnetic transient simulation is unavailable, or undesirable 
due to computational intensiveness. 
 
The modulated frequencies from saturated transformers may cause 
undesired interactions with network resonances of the system, resulting in 
magnification of some of these harmonics.  
 
Higher order approximations yield more frequencies, however some of these 
may prove extraneous.  Lower order approximations, on the other hand are 
limited in the their resolution. In some cases, it may not be necessary to 
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predict high frequency components as they may not cause undesired 
operation of FACTS devices such as Static VAr Compensators [6]. 
 
In the case of GIC, operators and system designers need to be aware of the 
potential for interaction between a saturated transformer and nearby 
reactive components.  A harmonic overcurrent in a compensating capacitor 
could cause the tripping of protective systems and thus removing essential 
voltage support during a GIC event. 
 
It should be noted that in the case of the extremely low frequency injection 
(1/10ths of Hz or less) of current seen during typical GIC events, the side 
bands will, within the resolution of most measuring equipment, merge into 
the harmonic frequencies.   
 
The purpose of the study presented in this Chapter is to be able to eventually 
prepare for the operator a ready source of reference (a Lookup Table) that can 
predict the expected TDD with respect to a given level of GIC for a specific  
transformer. This TDD generation can be correspondingly related to the 
expected heating of the transformer.   
Appendix: System data for the Study Transformer  
Transformer type: three-phase autotransformer bank, each phase is on a 
separate core. 
Base MVA: 100 
Base Frequency 60 Hz 
Leakage Reactance 0.001 pu 
V1: 500 kV (ll, RMS) 
V2: 230 kV (ll, RMS) 
Neutral Connection: Grounded (0Ω) 
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Saturation Characteristics: 
Air core reactance: 0.2 pu 
Inrush Decay time constant: 1.0 s 
Knee Voltage: 1.1 pu 
Time to release flux clipping: 0.001 s 
Magnetizing current: 0.004 pu 
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Chapter 7 Conclusions and Future Work  
This thesis deals with the impact of Geomagnetically Induced Currents (GIC) 
on electrical power systems from the perspective of power transformers.  
Power transformers act as the interface of GICs flow between the power 
network and earth.  Furthermore, the two chief causes of problems arising 
from GIC are increased reactive power absorption and harmonic currents. 
These are caused due to the saturation of transformers by low frequency 
GICs. The research performed and the conclusions of each chapter are 
presented below. Each of the chapters correspond to a paper either published 
or being communicated for publication. 
7.1 Chapter Summary 
7.1.1 A Software Simulator for Geomagnetically Induced 
Currents in Electrical Power Systems 
This chapter describes the development and testing of a software simulator to 
calculate the flow of Geomagnetically Induced Currents (GIC) in an electrical 
power transmission grid.   In this chapter, a new technique for mapping the 
location of transmission equipment for the purposes of GIC simulation is 
proposed.  The DC modeling of autotransformers for the purpose of GIC 
studies is discussed.  The simulator models the electrical power system as an 
admittance matrix.  GIC results for two study systems as obtained from the 
developed simulator are compared with those obtained from the 
Electromagnetic Transients Program (EMTP).  Finally, the simulator is 
applied to the entire Hydro One 500/230 kV transmission system to calculate 
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the distribution of GIC in the network for a given set of electric field and 
earth modelling assumptions. 
7.1.2 Determination of Geomagnetically Induced Current Flow 
in a Transformer from Reactive Power Absorption 
This chapter proposes a novel technique to estimate Geomagnetically 
Induced Currents (GIC) in a transformer winding by measuring its absorbed 
reactive power.  GIC is induced in electrical transmission lines by changes in 
the earth’s magnetic field caused by solar magnetic disturbances and flows 
into transformers through neutral grounding connections.  Assessment of 
GIC from readily available reactive power measurements is an attractive 
alternative to the installation of dedicated GIC monitoring equipment on 
every transformer of an HV transmission network. This technique is verified 
with PSCAD simulations and shows good agreement with the historical 
records captured in Hydro One’s GIC detection network during the May 15 
2005 SMD event. 
7.1.3 Laboratory Validation of the Relationship Between 
Saturating Current and Transformer Absorbed Reactive 
Power 
This chapter shows the results of laboratory work to confirm the linear 
relationship between Geomagnetically Induced Current (GIC) flowing 
through a transformer’s windings and the reactive power absorbed by that 
transformer’s core.  This relationship is confirmed for various levels of GIC 
under different loadings. 
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7.1.4 Modelling and Mitigation of Geomagnetically Induced 
Currents on a Realistic Power System Network 
This chapter uses the technique developed in Chapter 3 to correlate the 
magnitude of Geomagnetically Induced Current (GIC) with the reactive 
power absorbed by the transformer’s magnetizing reactance to model the 
impacts of GIC in load flow studies (performed in PSS®E).  A portion of an 
actual 500 kV power system segment is modeled and the impacts of a GIC 
event are considered on the voltage profile of the segment.  What-if scenarios 
are considered and a potential operational mitigation strategy is proposed. 
7.1.5 Determination of the Frequency Spectrum of the 
Magnetization Current of a Saturated Transformer 
This chapter develops a technique to model the harmonic response of a 
saturated transformer.  This technique is used to determine the range of 
frequencies of harmonic currents that will be generated when a transformer 
experiences saturation due to an injection of typically low frequency currents. 
This chapter examines the case when a power transformer is saturated due 
to geomagnetically induced currents  (GIC). The proposed technique is 
validated for a study system utilizing EMTDC/PSCAD simulations. This 
technique will be useful in understanding the impact of transformer 
saturation on neighbouring equipment and as well as on FACTS controllers. 
Further this technique can be utilized to relate the GIC going through a 
transformer with the expected THD and consequent expected heating of the 
transformer.  
7.2 Major Contributions 
This thesis makes the following major contributions: 
• A linear relationship between GIC flowing through a transformer core 
and the transformer reactive power absorption is demonstrated.  
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Previous work has shown a correlation, but has not sought to 
systematically define it. 
• The linear relationship between GIC and reactive power absorption by 
a transformer core is proposed as the basis of a simple technique to 
measure GIC by employing measurements from reactive power meters 
normally already deployed in the network. 
• The relationship between GIC and reactive power absorption is 
utilized to model the effects of GIC on bus voltages in a load flow 
study. 
• The relationships between GIC and transformer reactive power 
absorption, and GIC and generation of harmonic currents by a 
saturated transformer, will allow utilities to easily assess the impact of 
a GIC event on their transformers.  Until now there has been no 
method to directly measure the impact of GIC on system health and 
survivability. 
• A method has been developed to explain and predict the frequencies of 
harmonic currents generated when a transformer is saturated by a low 
frequency oscillating voltage.  This method has been extended to also 
predict the magnitude of these currents. 
 
It is expected that this thesis will be of value to utilities like Hydro One in 
planning mitigation measures against GICs. 
7.3 Future Research Directions 
7.3.1 Correlation Between GIC and Transformer Reactive 
Power Absorption 
The data presented in Chapter 3 for Hydro One’s Essa TS, is the only viable 
data that could be taken from what was a relatively minor GIC incident.  
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Essa’s configuration as three single-phase transformers, makes it 
particularly vulnerable to the effects of GIC since very little DC current is 
needed to result in a fairly high flux, compared to three-phase core 
configurations which have a higher reluctance to DC flux.  When data 
becomes available for more extreme events in future, the work in Chapter 3 
should be repeated using different transformers at higher levels of GIC. 
 
The electromagnetic transient simulation work in Chapter 3 was done only 
for a bank of single-phase autotransformers.  The poly-phase transformer 
models in PSCAD are not designed to handle DC flux and do not appear to 
behave correctly.  These models should be extended, or new models created, 
to handle DC flux, including flux paths outside of the core iron, and the 
studies repeated. 
7.3.2 Impacts of Harmonic Generation on Transformer Heating 
and Survivability 
This research establishes a relationship between transformer absorbed 
reactive power and GIC, and TDD due to GIC. This relationship can be 
extended to relate expected transformer heating to GIC levels. With this 
relationship it is possible to set alarm levels to warn of excessive transformer 
spot heating due to harmonic generation.  Work needs to be done to establish 
working limits for TDD in transformers.  Once these limits are established 
they can be represented as reactive power absorption levels for those 
transformers. The limits can be used to inform system operation to protect 
transformers from damage in the case of a GIC event. 
7.3.3 GIC Mitigation Strategies 
The strategy of reducing the impact of GIC by removing lines from service 
was introduced in Chapter 5.  While this strategy proved effective in reducing 
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the net GIC on the system, the impact on the flow of power was not treated in 
detail.  A detailed investigation of the impacts in terms of power flow 
capacity, contingency planning and system stability can be undertaken to 
determine the practicality of this method.  The possibilities of load shedding 
or system islanding to allow lines to be removed from service to mitigate GIC 
can be investigated. 
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